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perod metal are needed to assist in
tin? great work, to
encourage progress
amid adverse conditions. Good priests
too are needed as the character of
the priest usually determines
the
sincerity and loyalty of the people,
in concluding, the Bishop spoke in a
highly eulogistic way of the archdio
cese, acw Mexico, referring to it as
the land so bountifully blessed with
all that is good and as the land that
nas a grand and glorious future. This
peroration was a vivid word picture
and deeply impressive.
At its con
elusion the Bishop addressed
Arch
bishop Pitaval, using the following
"Take courage
iSMjncai quotation:
and be brave. Take courage and be
Take courage, I com
very valiant.
mantl thee for behold the Lord thy
Cod is with thee."
After Bishop Granjon
concluded.
Reverend J. Juillard began the deliv
ery of his sermon which appears on
another page.
The sermons over, the celebration
of Mass was continued.

THE EMBLEM
FULL EPISCOPAL

POWER

Most Reverend Jeane Baptiste Pitaval
Invested With The Pallium, By
Bishop N. Matz
SPECIAL "SEBHpWS" FOB" THE

DCCfiSIW ME

PREACHED

A Large Crowd Fills The Cathedral

Coming to Witness
Ceremonies
Most Impressive
Ever Conducted
In Santa Fe.

This morning Most. Reverend Arch
bishop J. B. Pitaval was invested
with the insignia', of full episcopal
power, Bishop N.' Matz of Denver,
conferring upon him. the. Pallium. The
occasion was the scene of one of the
most imnresslve ceremonies of the
great Church of Rome.
About niua o'clock a large body of
clergy and acolytes proceeded from
the Cathedral to the Archiepiscopal
residence of the Archbishop and then
escorted His Grace to the Cathedral
The procession was led by Mayor Jose
de
D. Sena followed by. the Banda
Santa Fe. Following came a large
number of acolytes, the Christian
Brothers, the Sisters, then all of the
visiting priests and finally Bishop
Matz, Bishop Granjon and Archbishop

roads
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Denver, Colo., Aug. 18. Gifford
Pinchot, with a plea for the conservation o national resources based on
the Roosevelt policies, brought a
burst of enthusiasm from the
Congress this morning
when he reiterated his stand taken
at Spokane for the protection of the
national forests. He said in part:
'"That the national duty lies in the
.protection of conservation there is
no doubt. I can conceive no higher
plane of duty than that to sonserve
the vast resources along the lines of
the Roosevelt policies and to these
policies I am committed. It is folly
to .say that land is plenty and the
"forests are not being depleted. We
have forests in plenty now but in
years to come there will be famine
In plenty if we do not take a stitch
in time now."
He said further that it lies with
the West to make fertile the vast
tracts which otherwise will be lost.
Before Pinchot's address, the Arizona
delegates offered a resolution demanding separate statehood and other resolutions were offered. John B. Leeds
of Colorado, seeing in his mind's eye
Japanese fleets and armies swarming
down on Washington,
suggested
changing the capital to Denver where
the Japanese navy would have no
chance. John W. Noble, former Secretary of the Interior, spoke on conservation of forests and water rights.
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Kansas City, Aug. is. With ten
deaths in Kansas City during twelve
hours up to this morning the heat
wave throughout the southwest has
been broken. Topeka and other Kansas points also report relief from the
heat. Most of the deaths occurred
early today at hospitals where the
victims had been taken for treatment.
Many others prostrated yesterday are
saill under treatment, but it is believed
all will recover.
Intense Suffering in South.
Memphis, Tenn.. Aug. S. New heat
records wore established yesterday.
From all over the south and southwest came reports of intense suffering.

Hottest Day in Dallas.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 18. Yesterday
was the hottest of the year here, the
thermometer registering

108

2

de-

grees at the government observatory.
Scorching Winds In Texas.
Fort Worth, Texas, Aug. 18. With

Pueblo, Colo., Aug.

18.

A

flood In

the upper Arkansas valley early this
morning cut railroad and telephone
Inflicted heavy damcommunication,
age upon railroad property and destroyed growing "crops. Pueblo was
aroused by flood warnings, at 2
o'clock this morning, and 5,000 people
worked frantically to remove stocks
of merchandise beyond the reach of
high water. The work was needless
in most eases for while the river rose
seven feet above the normal, little
damage was done. The greatest damage was at Canon City, where a steel
bridge was washed away and other
bridges damaged. Cattle in the stock
yards were washed away and several frame cabins destroyed. The
Santa Fe yards at Canon City are
under water and also a portion of
Denver and Rio Grande tracks.
In the Royal Gorge the river Is reported "0 feet above the normal and
wire communication is cut off. No
All west
loss of life is reported.
bound Rio Grande trains are held at
Pueblo since ten o'clock last night
and no east bound trains can get

the bureau thermometer registering
110 degrees and street thermometers
recording 120 degrees yesterday was
the hottest in the history of Fort
Worth so far as there Is any record. through.
Suffering was intense and business to
a large extent was interfered with. SAN FRANCISCO
Scorching hot winds sweeping across
TURNS DOWN HENEY
the prairies added much to the gener
no
al discomfort,
but
prostrations
were reported.
First Public Trial of the Direct PriFive Deaths In St. Louis.
mary Law In the Metropolis of

bishop's office, of the higher responsibility it meant, but paid tribute to
(Continued on Page Three)
Most Reverend Pitaval, saying that he
was fully equal to the occasion.
THOUSANDS ARE
Christianity throughout the ages;
LAND HUNGRY St. Louis, Aug. 18. Despite" a de
California.
said, the Bishop, is in every way difive
in
the
cided
temperature,
drop
SMALL RIOT
identified
with
rectly
the Catholic
San Francisco, Aug. IS. The first,
church. In a general way, he went All Previous Daily Records Broken more deaths were recorded here yesBY ANGRY STRIKERS
In Homestead and Desert En- on reviewing the part that the churc
terday as a result of heat. Three of public trial of the new direct pri
previously mary law was held Tiere yesterday,
Denver, Colo., Aug. .18. Yesterday these were of persons
had played in the early centuries. He
Number Wounded at the Pressed
when cfindMntos for the . November
In the local prostrated.
referred to the discovery of America was a record-breake- r
Steel Car Works Near Pittse
Record Rain in New York.
homemunicipal election were selected.
by Columbus and showed how imme- federal land office, thirty-fivNew York, Aug. IS The steady
William Croker, of the business
burg, Pennsylvania.
diately after, missionaries were sent stead and desert land entries being
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 18. One man
to this countrv. To them was due he made- - covering 10,000 acres of land, downpour which during the last two men's committee, was named the Rewas shot and several wounded by
rainfall publican candidate for mayor; Dr. T.
said, all possible credit for the spread-- ' Charles D' Ford. register of the office, days has broken all August
stones during a small ' riot at the
Said the total entries were ,he lar"" records is over. The city's rain gauges B. W. Leland, the present coroner, is
of
He
reviewed
Ing
Christianity.
a total precipitation tonight named the Democratic candidate. The
Pressed Steel Car Company's plant at
briefly the grand and noble ideals egt durin& tne twelve 'ears he nas showed
51-McKee's Rocks this morning. About
inches as the official record vote on district attorney gave the Rewlt&
been
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of
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of
cherished by prelates
the Church
The fall ceased late publican nomination to Charles M.
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contrast of these ideals with noon. "They are coming from every-th- e Johannesburg Enjoys 18.Snow Storm.
The heav hind Fickert on the Democratic ticket.
into the crowd. The state constabu- Pitaval.
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materialism
existing today where, all eager to get Colorado land- iest
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DREADNOUGHTS As soon as Bishop Matz, the celefor
so
phone
tries, and have been doing
and business has been almost sus- Frank F. McMillen Resigns and His
brant of the Pontifical Mass was ful- now in this country alone she has some time.
over
hundred
one
bishops, thousands,
members of the stock
Successor is Expected to Make
Each Will Cost as Much as the Ele ly robed, the celebration of the Mass
"Many of the entries are now under pended. The
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lay
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of those made
a
will announce
Washington, Aug. IS. Bids were services was done by the clergy,
Hitchcock
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Most
tain
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and of all kinds, temples, churches and
Los Angeles, Aug. 18. A storm on successor to Frank F. McMillen,
in our office were in Adams and
opened this morning for the construc- body being within the sanctuary
today
all
in
have
damparts.! Weld counties.
sprung up
chapels
tion of two more American Dread-naught- the other in the choir loft.
Entries have been the desert caused considerable
chief postoffice Inspector, resigned,
The solemn chanting was grandly The Bishop then referred impressive unusually heavy for several weeks." age to both the Southern Pacific and within the next few days. It is exthe Wyoming and the Arkanly to the pioneers of the church in
sas. The vessels will be 26,000 tons iniDressive.
Santa Fe railroads. The Southern pected that a western man outside of
this section mentioning
Salpointe,
was
tsisnop
read,
the
ever
After
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Pacific main line is tied up between the service will secure the position
the
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by
largest
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now fallen upon his (Pitaval's) shoultrains are delayed by washouts near
Bishop Granjon took for his text the
Barstow and Needles and Goff.
ninth and tenth verse of chapter 41st ders. That it was for him to preserve all that had been done and to
III
of Isaias. as follows:
church in
9. In whom I have taken thee from augment the powers of the
ROBBER WAS
matter
The
the
of
task,
doing good.
the ends of the earth, and from toe re
he
is
one
of
said,
magnitude,
great
called
thee,
mote parts thereof have
WOUNDED FATALLY
New Mexico is fortunate in that
and said to thee: Thou are my sew but
she possesses such a man as Arch
ant. I have chosen thee, and have not
Made Daring Attempt to Loot the
bishop Pitaval who is so fully equal
cast thee away.
Fashionable Cliff House at
to the task.
Possessing youth,
10. Fear not, for I am with thee;
Manitou, Colorado.
strength and ability he has also tireturn not aside for I am thy God;
less energy and indefatigable zeal, in
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 18. A
have strengthened thee, and have help
fact every qualification that goes toed thee, and the right hand of my
daring attempt at robbery was made
wards making the ideal Archbishop.
this morning at the fashionable Cliff
Just one hath upheld thee.
he said, would rule
The
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House
at Manitou when Edward Clark
The works of God, the Bishop stated, with a Archbishop,
gentle but. firm hand. Firm
and Peter Webster, ata
are admirable In the material order of
fireman,
only because gentleness alone would
tempted to force the clerk, James M.
things, but still more admirable Is be vain. It is a remarkable fact
safe at the point
the spiritual order. In the spiritual Baid the
that the Mexican peo- General Pew is Straining Hi Morrow to open the
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him about
revolver.
of
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Thinking
order of things the work most dear to ple, the Bishop
natives, have so well preto comply one of the robbers placed THE POWERS TAKE A
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Reinforcement
the heart of God is the Catholic served
Eyes
intact, the faith of their forehis revolver on a nearby desk. This
church. In the Catholic church that bears.
still possess the love
at Bridgewater.
was seized by Morrow and an interMay Have Been Acciden- which Is admirable Is the government, of churchTheyand religion as did their
combined
In
which is simple
change of shots wounded Clark fatal- International
Itself,
ancestors. Poor in worldly goods,
tal or It May Have Been
Landing Party
Bridgewater, Mass., Aug. 18. The ly. The robbers fled but were rewith a complexity of effects. The Bish they are rich in the sight of God, in
noble
"Blue"
near
Colorado
of Marines Not InterferIntentional.
army of defense under captured
Springs.
op called attention to the fact that spiritual favors.
The native people
the church is called upon to cope witli are a shining example of what religion General W. A. Pew, suffered severely
ed With.
last night from a heavy rainstorm
kind of nationality, of can do towards making mankind
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board of Inquiry into the death of
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FOUND GUILTY Canea, Crete, Aug. 18. A well diThe government was carried verslties of life.
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General Bliss of the "Red" army of
rected shot from one of a party of
Lieutenant James- - N. Sutton has out with a Supreme Pontiff at the
Arch' Invasion snc.cefirled vestprdflv tn on- The Bishop complimented
18. After being out blue jackets landed from the Internafound the officer came to his death head, surrounded by the Cardinals,
Honolulu,
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,
bishop Pitaval upon the fact that hei,,08lng the
hn,v nf fh six hours the jury declared guilty the tional fleet this morning brought down
either by accidental shooting or by j Bishops and priests. On account of would have to support him in all his .Bllie. left Gntir.
a four Jananese. President Makino of the flagstaff of Canea fort and with it
and
a(jm,nistered
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to
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defeat
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the Higher Wage Association, and the Qreek flag that has threatened to
army
betermined. The court has decided cese and the Supreme Pontiff, it
children, who would at al times be the great battle of Robbins. The fate Editors Soga, Negoro and Tashaka of bring war between Turkey and Greece.
that no possible charge of criminality came necessary to establish J;he archi-lie- s obedient to him, and serve as a sol- - of Boston
depends on the ability ol the Japanese paper Jiji, charged with Four warships of the four protective
against any of the participants of episcopal office. Of this office the Pal-th- e ace and a comfort. The clergy too, General Pew tn mm-Ma Wsnre
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and
injury to property during the day and notified the Cretan governthat Sutton Is directly and solely re--' explained the significance of thePal-sponsibl- e loyalty, ever at the Archbishop's port the shattered
of
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laborers' strike. The men ment the flag would be hauled down
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for his own death which Hum and gave a description of It.
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command. This section of the cow-jiewiner Thft ,h).
marehert at were arrested following a raid by the this morning and that
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When he tested

the fears of the
quickening years
And weary of moralists grew,
He sans one day an aimless lay.
And it echoed the whole, world

So the work that he wrought for human thought
Men spurned with a pitying look,
While the random play a lazy day
They claim and called his book.
Charles W. Snow, in September
Smart Set.

"I have

'

Death of J. R. Valdez J. R. Valdez
employed for eighteen months in a
Raton drug store died at Gardine,
Colorado.
j
To Be Wedded Next Thursday M.
Lara, a farmed at Oeate, Mora coun- - j
ty, and Miss Joseflne Valdez of Mora,
daughter of Alberto Valdez will be
j
married on next Thursday.
Bound Over in $1,500 Bond Luis
Garcia was bound over to the grand
jury at Las Vegas yesterday under
$1,500 bond on the charge of assaulting with intent to kill a man named
Maes.
Engineer Leaves Estate of $35,0CO
George W. Rue, the Santa Fe engineer
who died recently at Las Vegas, left
an estate of $35,000, which is willed to
his widowed sister, Mrs. Margaret
of Brooklyn, N. Y.
on
Hebron
Branch A
Wreck
freight wreck on the Hebron branch
of the Santa Fe kept the wrecking
crews of Las Vegas and Raton busy,
on Saturday and Sunday. An engine,
caboose and thirteen cars had jumped
the track on account of a loose rail, j
Sold Wife's Bed for Whisky James
Collins was fined $27 and costs at
Trinidad, Colorado, because he was
drunk having obtained the whisky in
return for blankets he had stolen
from his wife's bed. His wife called
in the police and said he would take,
j
the bedstead next.
DivorceCause
for
Drunkenness

neckwear complete
of all the latest designs. We trust we
shall have the pleasure of nerving you
when ever you are
Remember
ready.
on r prt-cethat
eastern
to
the
equal
market, We do the
thinking for your
benefit
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
On notes, diamonds and Jewel By as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

Vm. FARAH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Phone 10a
store In Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour

$3.30

"

50"

,

1.65

100" BaMink

$3.20

50"

:
:

W Pi'

:

:

register tickets
with allcash purchases.

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

CAUL

1.60

:

Ca

VVCU1VC

w inter

Ap SEE

Telephone

No. 40

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods,

d. apllZ

Chief Justice Mills. In chambers at
Las Vegas, yesterday, granted a 'divorce to Louisa Cliver vs. B. B. Cliver,
from Union county. The causes given
are drunkenness and abandonment.
The couple was married twelve years
ago at Terre Haute. Indiana.
The Result of Too Much Fire Water
At Folsom, Union county, yesterday
a man named Franco stabbed Alexander Haney, a barber, first in the back
'and then in the breast. Haney was
hurried to a hospital at Trinidad, Co-- i
lorado, where he lies in a critical con- dition.
Haney had ejected Franco
,from the barbershop because Franco
appeared drunk. Franco returned
with a knife and stabbed Haney.

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

OGEE'S
I PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

WERE MUCH LIKED IN
SPRINGER, COLFAX COUNTY.
For a number of weeks C. A. Rath-bun- ,
Jr., and his wife have been residents of this city, Mr. Rathbun serving ?n the capacity of local agent
of tne Santa Fe during the absence
of Agent Parrlsh. They left the first
of the week for Dillon, where Mr.
Rathbun will relieve the local agent
for a time. They are most excellent
young people and made many friends
during their stay in this city.
In appreciation of Mr. Rathbun's excellent services to the public while
ihere, his courteous treatment of ev-- !
erybody from his office, on the street,
in the shop or In the store, he was
happily remembered by a few of his
admirers before his departure with a
nice present in the shape of a large,
handsome, cut glass bowl. The doners of this token of appreciation were:
Floershelm Mercantile Co., Springer Supply Co., W. H. Kremis, Edward
Athons, Dr. James Hopkins, H, C. Abbott, Frank N. Hartley, Sim Brown,
Charles Hortenstein, Mrs. A. L. Harmon, J. F. Hutchison.
Mr. and Mrs. Rathbun very highly
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
for
, Take Hall's Family Pills

Incorporated 1903
Have Exclusive
Sale For

CO.

FOR MEN

WOMEN
Cf CHILDREN

used the Cuticura Remedies

for a very bad case of eczema with complete success. About fifteen or eighteen
years ago the disease developed in the
shape of a large pinhead on top of my
hand. It burned and itched so much
that I was compelled to show it to a doctor. He pronounced it ringworm, and
made very light of it. He gave me a
wash and told me to apply it before go'
ing to bed and all would be over in the
But the next morning my
morning.
hand was all swollen up and I poulticed
it. When the doctor came to his office I
showed him the hand and to my surprise he told me that he had never experienced such a case in his practice and
said it was well I poulticed it. After
trying his different remedies the disease
Increased and went up my arms and
finally to ray thighs and legs generally

and finally on my face.. The burning
was something terrible. After I had
tried this doctor, as I thought, long
enough, I went to another doctor who
had the reputation of being the best in
town. He told me it was a bad case of
eczema and that it would take quite a
while to cure it. His medicine checked
the advance of the disease but no further.
" I finally concluded to try the Cuticura Remedies. I bought a cake of
Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
and found relief in the first trial. I continued until 1 was completely free from
the disease and I have not been troubled
with another attack since. I still use
the Cuticura Ointment in my family aa
it is one of the best remedies to heal a
sore or other injury rapidly. I can
freely and truthfully say that the Cuticura Remedies are the best so far as my
experience went with them and I am
still recommending them, feeling sure I
am not making a mistake. C. Burk-har- t,
236 W. Market St., Chambersburg,
Pa., Sept. 19, 1908."
Complete External and Internal Treatment tot
and Adults
Every Humor ol Infants, Cklldrcn Cleanse
the Skin,
of Cuticura Soap (25c.) to
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin and Cutl-ruResolvent (50c), (or In the form of Chnrolat
Coated Pills, 25c. pvr vial of 60) to Purify the Blood.
rotter Drug & Chem,
Bold throughout the world
Con).. Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
TMailri Fim CuUcun Book on Skin Dlaewee,

ontft

6 Pairs Guaranteed for 6 Months,
4 Pairs Guaranteed for 3 Months,

Biltmore Hosiery, the Quality Hose
with a GUARANTEE, are as beautiful to look upon as they
are hard to wear out. They are a fine, closely woven, highly
mercerized hose, with a rich lustrous sheen and a soft, luxe
feel. We are Exclusive Agents for this excep- -,
tonal brand of Hosiery. .'Come in and look them over.

uriant,

POBox

silk-lik-

FOR A HALF CENTURY

219.

.

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

Hry our

THE CITY.

IN

toil

lea
Also Good f of Chickens
Alfalfa

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

lay,
-

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seefls

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

All persons having a hat cleaned and. blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

lV.il

$1.50
1.00

IN ALL COLORS.

UKUQ COMPANY

appreciate the remembrance, and
were much pleased over the fact that
our people held them so high in their
estimation, and they will always hold
in their hearts a kindly feeling for
Springer and her people. Colfax
County Stockman.
Mr. Rathbun was formerly located
in this city as cashier of the Santa
Fe depot. He is married to the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Friday.

AS

PHONE

203

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment;
BLACK

M'

Ml

208 WEST

PALACE AVE"

UR entire country

is

waking up to the fact
that nothing else is as conducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in tne

Most progressive
families are adding it to
their homes. $ $ $ d.d'd
house.

Majestic Range
gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

Ample hot water for hoth
bath and kitchen.

w

OOD-DA- VI
HARDWARE CO.

Phone

S

No14

BY

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

AT

SqulBbs Talcum jm

ZOOIC'S
PHARMACY

The Purest Impalpable

1909..

STL A

PRESCRIPTIONS FAILED:
CUTICURA CURED HIM

through.

MARX Clothes in
New Mexico. Also
nothing 11 k en in
boys and children's.
This Department is
Just as well organized as Uncle Sam's
Navy. One Hnber-- d
a s h ery such as
Men's hats, .shirts,
u n d e r w e ar. and

SELIGMAN BROS

18,

Started Like Ringworm on Hand-H- and
Swelled and Then Humor
Spread to Arms, Legs and Face
It was Something Terrible,

Till his hopes in life sank low.

&

Established 1856.

QUICKLY SPREAD

FATE.

Thfl success of our
business depends
upon the confidence
that buyers haveme-in
us. and In our
thods there must be
twod will and mutual friendliness
between us. Prices
must be lower than
elsewhere. But
quality too mustK be
rlftht, AND H T.
RIO
We must be un to
the hour in style
we show, if we misrepresent we drift
away from you and
you away from us.
We carry the largest
line of ready to
wear clothtnK of the
: ' celebrated HART

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

BURNING ECZEMA

ROUND UP.

He piled his pen for the sons of men,
To lessen their toll and wne,
But the poor buffoons Ignored his

GOOD WILL

Jul.

J

THE DAILY

M.

Talcum Powder Made

PHONE NO. 213

CLOTHED WITH EMBLEM OF
FULL EPISCOPAL POWER.

EVER WATCHFUL

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
The undersigned, assignee, hereby
Elves notices to all creditors of The
' Tabor-Vog- t
Company, a corporation,
that on the 11th day of October, 1909,
In the office of Catron & Gortner, In
Santa Fe, New Mexico, he will proceed publicly to adjust and allow
against the said estate and the
effects of the assignor.
IRA GRIM SHAW,
Assignee.

Little Care Will Save Man Santa
Fe Readers Future Trouble.
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharges not excessive or Infrequent;
like" sediContain no "brick-dus- t

A

(Continued From First

ment.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
you.
They watch the kidneys and cure
them when they're sick.
stopped in 20 mitratan
Alberto Garcia, Gallsteo Street, Sansura with Dr. bhooo's
One
Bemedy.
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I deem It a
Croup
test will surely prove.
No vomitimr. no dis
pleasure to corroborate the public
tress. A safe and pleasing syrup POc. Druecista. statement I gave In favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
I found them to be an excellent remedy and I have never hesitated to
vouch for their merit since then when
an opportunity has presented itself.
&
For two years I was In bad shape from
baokachn and kidnev trouble and
Telephone No Htt Red
Pills were
when Doan's
Kidney
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
brought to my notice, I resolved to
try them. I procured a box at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and
&
M.
they not only drove away the backache, but regulated the passages of
Builders and Contractors
the kidney secretions and toned up
PLANS & ESTIMATES
my entire system. When my back
Famished on short notice
has bothered me during the past two
takCEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY aud a half years, I have at once have
en Doan's Kidney Pills and they
never failed to bring the desired

CROUP

FRESH EGGS

MILK

CREAM

D

SON

HOOVER

."

SEE

For sale by all dealers.

Price

50

Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
n

DUDROW

States.

and

the name Doan's

Remember

take no other.

FOR

The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will Bell them at 5 cents In book form.

SCREEN

Doors From

Sore Eyes Cured.
"For twenty years I suffered from
a bad case of granulated sore eyes,
says Martin Boyd, of Henrietta, Ky.
"In "February, 1903, a gentleman asked me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
s
bought one box and used about
of it and my eyes have not
given me any trouble since." This
salve Is for sale by all druggists.
Granulated

$1.0

two-third-

Up.

fl

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico

!PftS?

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

fiOllfm COMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses
.

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
.,.

Send for Prospectus

Studies will be resumed September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

I0T

OJD CALIEJiTE

SPRIfJGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
miles west hag been thoroughly tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miraculous cures attested to In the
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases;
Paralysis, RheuFe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
daily line of stage rung to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComThe temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathfrom 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
..year round. There U now a commod-iou- c upon request.
This resort is attrachotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
..from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
contagious diseases, are not accepted, reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
fhese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Bar-anc- o

--

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

Proorietor.

Caliente. Taoi. County

N JH

Pag.

When the Mass was finished the
faldstool was placed In the middle of
the altar platform, and Bishop Matz,
after vesting himself in amice, stole,
cope and miter, took his seat upon it.
Msgr. Pitaval, having robed himself
as if about to celebrate Pontifical
Mass, except that he did not wear the
miter or the gloves, left his throne,
and, kneeling before the Cardinal, repeated the following promise:
"I, Jeane Baptiste Pitaval, elected
to the Church of Santa Fe, from this
hour henceforward will be obedient to
Blessed Peter the Apostle, and to the
Holy Roman church, and to our Holy
Father, Plux X., and to his successors
canonically elected. I will assist them
to retain and to defend the Roman
Papacy without detriment to my order.
I shall take care to preserve, defend,
Increase and promote the rights, honors, privileges and authority of the
Holy Roman church, of our Holy
Father, the Pope, and his aforesaid
successors. I shall observe with all
my strength, and shall cause to be observed by others, the rules of the
Holy Fathers, the Apostolic decrees,
ordinances or dispositions, reservations, provisions and mandates. I shall
come when called to a Synod, unless
prevented by a canonical impediment.
I shall make personally the visit ad
limina apostolorum every ten years,
and I shall render to our Holy Father,
Pope Pius X., and to his aforesaid
successors on account of my whole
pastorial office, and of all things pertaining in any manner whatsoever to
the state of my church, to the discipline of the clergy and the people, and
finally to tin novation of the souls
which are entrusted to me; and in
turn I shall receive humbly the
apostolic mandates and execute them
as diligently as possible. But if I shall
be detained by legitimate Impediment,
I shall fulfill all the aforesaid things
through a designated delegate having
a special mandate for this purpose, a
priest of my diocese, or through some
other secular or regular priest of
known probity and religion, fully informed about the aboce named things.
I shall not sell, nor give, nor mortgage
the possessions belonging to my
mensa (i. e., archdiocese), nor shall
I enfeoff them anew or alienate them
in any manner, even with the consent
of the chapter of my church, without
consulting the Roman Pontiff. And if
through me any such alienation shall
occur, I wish, by the very fact, to incur the punishments contained in the
constitution concerning the matter."
The Archbishop having concluded,
Bishop Matz, holding In his lap with
both hands the book of the Gospels,
Pitaval,
opened toward Archbishop
kneeling before him. received from
him this oath;
"So help me God and these His Holy
Gospels."
Bishop Matz then answered "Amen."
After the oath had been given Bishop Matz, wearing the miter, arose, and
receiving the Pallium from his chaplains, placed it upon the shoulders of
Archbishop Pitaval, still kneeling before him. The Spinulae were placed
In position, Bishop Matz at the same
time saying:
"To the honor of Almighty God, of
the Blessed Mary, ever Virgin, of the
Holy Apostles Peter and Paul, of our
Holy Father Pope Piux X., and of the
Holy Roman church, and of the
Church of Santa Fe committed to thee,
we bestow on thee the Pallium given
from the body of the Blessed Peter, in
which is the plenitude, of the Pontifical
office and the bestowal of the
name, that'thou mayest use
it within thy church on certain days
which are mentioned In the privileges
granted by the Apostlic See. In the
name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost."
"
R. "Amen."
Pallium
The
having been conferred
his
miter having been
Matz,
Bishop
removed, went to the Gospel side of
the altar, and Archbishop Pitaval, rising from his knees with the Pallium
on his shoulders, ascended "the altar.
With his cross held before him. he
solemnly blessed the people for the
d
Archfirst time as their
form
the
for
the purpose
bishop, using
"of blessing prescribed by the Pontifical.
Thereupon the clergy sang the Te
Deum and the Archbishop was escorted back to the. Archiepiscopal resiArchl-episcop-

fully-veste-

dence.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

Reverend Juillard Preached in. Spanish
Reverend Juillard spoke in Spanish
Immediately following the sermon of
The address folBishop Granjon.
lows.
"I come In order that life may be
yours and that you may obtain It

with greater fullness."

A

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
ffU for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
A U College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many
.

opportunities

for self support.

further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

.

IllusArchbishop,
Venerable
and
trious . Prelate
Brethren of the Clergy:
Brethren The episcopate dies not
it is eternal. A year since, by the
sMe of an open grave our tears ran
with tender affection and Intense pain
over the mortal remains of him who
was for us a loving father. The
months- - went by, months of remembrance and mourning. The promise
given by Christ to His Apostles, "I
will not leave you fatherless," had
to prove true in our case also. And
behold, today, the Holy Spirit descends again as It were on a new
Pentecost Day. The Archiepiscopal
chair vacant, and in mourning, is occupied again and shines forth anew
In its ancient splendor; the widowed
church has recovered her spouse.
The princes of the church, the members of the clergy, and the people

Most Illustrious

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

GFor Catalogue and
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come rejoicing, the bells ring out
their notes of gladness, hymns of
jubilation rise from every heart; for
on this day a Pontiff is given to us,
today is the day of his exaltation; lot
us praise God In His thanksgiving;
Alleluja!
"How .beautiful are thy tents, oh
Israel," we may repeat with Balaam
at the sight of so much pomp, so
much pageant, so much solemnity as
surrounds the Anointed of Christ on
the day on which he is invested with
the Pallium. The Pallium, this sacred
badge, woven of the white wool of
two lambs blessed in Rome at the
feast of St. Agnes, deposited in the
tomb of Saint Peter and specially
blessed by the sovereign Pontiff, is
to be conferred on our. Illustrious
Archbishop, John Baptiste Pitaval,
as a sign and symbol of his canonical U
appointment and of his full metropolitan jurisdiction. The Pallium Is
a symbol, a symbol of his exalted
power. Laying aside the metropolitan prerogatives it confers, we will
contemplate the power It symbolizes,
a power inherent in the Catholic
Episcopate, a double power, a
and light giving power.
"Every pontiff chosen from among
men is appointed for the benefit of
r
men in what pertains to God." It is
the power between heaven and earth.
The Bishop takes part in the creative
power of the Eternal Father and participates in the redeeming power of
God, the Son.
The beginning and the source of
imminent supernatural life, the episcopal power brings forth this life in
its own source In creating the Catholic priesthood, and not
only that; In
conferring Sacred Orders of Priesthood it fortifies the arm of the
priest
with the necessary jurisdiction and
lays upon his lips the words that
bring salvation to men. His powerful
hand is extended and the Holy Ghost
comes to impress In indelible characters His mysterious gifts upon the
soul of the conferred and upon the
soul of the ordained. At a sign from
Him, the temples are filled with the
majesty of God, a gesture of his,
and the altars, holy oils and the sacred vessels are gifted with an ineffable consecration; a gesture from
him and the concert of human voices
break forth in hymns of adoration, of
Ithankisgivlng, of prajrs from the
liturgy, which ate agreeable to God
only then when approved of by Him.
What a power Is given to this man
"from whose fullness we have all received." But this is not all, the Bishop is another Christ; he not only gen-

f

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The

r

.

V

r

1,1

f7'
J

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work, Healthlew location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
Pecos Valley the garden
d the beautiful
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, bin
lute rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted

II

V

and modern Ip all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Fllyan
For particulars and
address.
COL.

IAS.

"With Christ

he is crucified," like Him, he is priest
and victim. Behold this cross that
rests upon his breast, with chains he
is tied to it, and though these chains
woven by, love, be of gold, they are
nevertheless chains. And why Is he
crucified?
To promote the redemption of souls.
Sacrifice alone tries
to gain souls, and for their regeneration he suffers the pains ol maternity,
"My little children," he repeats to us
with the Apostle, "my little children
to whom I give birth again until
Christ be formed within you. Who
suffers that I may not suffer with
him, who is scandalized without my
With
sharing his indignation?
great pleasure I will give all I have,
and will deliver myself in behalf of
your souls." Yes, bis (love (is a
mother's love and attain to the highest degree of heroism. "I have wished
to be anathema for you;" he might
truly repeat with his prototype. "I
come In order that life may be yours
and that you may obtain It with great-

er fullness."
But the power of the Pontificate is
not only a
power but it Is
likewise a power of distributing light
and truth. The successors of the
Apostles are "the light of the world,
and this light shines before men, and
they glorify the Father who is in
heaven." "Go forth and teach all
nations," Christ told them on the day
of His Ascension.
They obey the
Divine command. "The thunder of
Hia voice has gone forth over all the
world, and His word reaches the limits of the earth." "Woe to me if I
should not preach," they say with
Paul, and from their inspired lips
comes forth the truth, and the truth
saves the world. This truth shall not
perish, but if it should ever be cast
aside by the world, it would choose
as its last asylum the bosom of the
Pontificate; and there, protected by
the mantle of Infallibility against the
furious waves of human passions,
against the cries of the fanaticism of
error, the power of Caesar would
attack her in vain.
Brethren: This spirit of light and
truth, this vital force that is contained in the Pontificate, reigns in
our most Illustrious Archbishop; he
Is the angel of this diocese; angel of
life, angel of light and truth. Honor
him, love him, remain in communion
with him; because "In the way that
the branch cannot by itself give
fruits if It is not united to the vine,
you cannot do so either if not united
with him." Your clergymen give you
the example; your admirable clergy
In Its spirit of
and submission says to you "that obedience
Is worth more than sacrifice."
"That
a house divided within itself will fall,"
that from union comes strength. Let
us remain ever united.
When prelates, priests and people are united,
they form "a triple cord which is
hard to break asunder. In this modern but gigantic struggle against dangerous novelties, fanciful aspirations,
false doctrines, you the descendants
of the Conquerors, men of Castlllan
blood, race of the Faith, fix your eyes
on your Archbishop. He will direct

catalogne

W. WILLSOK,

Superintendent

life-givin- g

erates but regenerates.

Illustrated

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments.Ults students are yearly increasing
in numbers.?

1
1

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

uisrrv ERSITY
rates
"at reasonable

Address President W. G. TIGHT,

t

J1.1)

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
C

...M.

J

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Ml Parts of the World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Weils Barge
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE

life-givin- g

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURR1ES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

Line

CHAS. OLOSSO
1
627

Indian aim

8an Francisco

Street

Mm Wares

m

curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

!
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Editor Don Kedzie, of the Western
Liberal, mingles the poetic and the
in a vivid description of a
practical
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
in southwestern Grant
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
thunderstorm
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESHe
county.
says:
Editor and President.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
"There was a wonderful electrical
OF SANTA FE.
Attorney-at-Law- .
storm In this section Saturday night.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
It was observed early In the evening
The oldest bankirg institution in New Mexico. Established
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flash was visible, but the whole Surveyor General and U. S. Land
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heavens were lighted up. There was Offices.
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
New Mexico
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to one place where bolt after bolt seem- - Las Cruces
iSURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- $75,000
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BERY.
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
A dispatch from Washington says was all. so far, away, that no thunder
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But there are some provisions of the perience. He claims he could feel the
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Attorney-at-Law- .
almost a sacrilege. But the New Mex- its chances to be voted the
in sPIral nd Anally disappeared in the
capital
in the Supreme and DisPractices
ican believes that Taos will do its 1915 are
probably better than they west. When the storm was closest trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
duty in that respect in good time. The would be in 1925. but nevertheless, to town
lt was accompanied by rain, Socorro
New Mexico
of
the
words
are
bitter
the
following
the date for the contest should be re- - and ,t
One
in
haye been aJ
News:
moved to 1925, if Congress has the
WILLIAM
McKEAN,
electricity wasted
"We would scarcely believe that power to do this, which is problemati- - There was
Cuisine and
Attorney-at-Law- .
Large Sample
Table
people of a civilized and respectable cal, for after New Mexico is a state, to run a good sized street car system
Service
Room for ComMining and Land Law.
community, and of a great state would it has the constittional right to fix for several months."
Unex
New Mexico
Taos
mercial Travelers
rescend to the depraved and abomin- its capital where it pleases despite
able business of grave robbery, but
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
AnOther
restriction
C. W. G. WARD,
WASHINGTON AVENUE
n r rntVirtlfn nivin
n T
- v
l3
nuuiaii
aiiiuui; uuiti mat.
to uUC tlUBCl
they have. Just now Colorado is agi- ICttlUlB Ul lilt!
Ulll
Territorial District Attorney.
tating the removal of the body of Kit scrutinized is that covering the grant first planted the Cross in New Mexico, For San Miguel and Mora counties.
il
Carson from Taos to Trinidad or some of land for the payment of county in- - that made the wilderness fit for civiliz- - Las Vegas
New Mexico
other burg in the Centennial state. debtedness. As now worded, the bill ed man to uve ln, It was that Church
Just why this desire should have en- provides only for the payment of
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
ed
which
Fg anJ
tered the mind of our neighbors, to "legal" debts. Considerable of Santa
C. J. Roberts,
Jesse G. Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law- .
lay violent hands on one of the sacred Fe county's debt is of a doubtful lt in storm ad stress- Today' by far
trusts of New Mexco, we cannot see, nature. The Act of Congress validat- - the greater number of people of the
Offices:
Raton, N. M., and Trinl
unless it is but a part of the spirit of ing the railroad bounded indebtedness,
Colorado.
dad,
confess
to
and
it
it,
allegiance
city
the day to grab and grasp everything for instance, is indefinite, and if strict- - mainta!ns here
great lnstjtutions of
some
one
of value that belongs to
G. W. PRICHARD,
ly construed would exclude a consider- else. Kit Carson belongs to Taos. He able portion of that indebtedness. mercy and for education, ' that add
Attorney and Counsel
1
is a part of her most stirring history Many holders of Santa Fe county greatly to the prosperity of the
Practices in all the District Courts
J. E. LACOME
and his valiant and redoubtable deeds
would find to their sorrow that munity. Therefore, the entire city has and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
are linked inseparably with all that before they can collect under the a
(1eep interest ln the ceremonies and Office:
Laughlin Blk. Santa. Fe, N. M.
she holds most sacred and beloved. statehood grant they will have to en- feBtlvltfcs attendant upon the invest- Proprietor
Here was Kit Carson's home; and crara In lntic nnd rnsflv Hfis'flrTnn. The
GEORGE u. BARBEK,
hither he came, wearied with the paragraph covering this indebtedness ment of Archbishop Jeane Baptiste PitAttorney and Counaellor-at-Law- .
fatigueing strife of adventure and of should be so drawn as to leave no aval with the PalMum, and congratu- Commodious Sample Room
Practices
in the District Court and
war, for rest and quiet at his own fire- doubt as to Its intent and as to the lates him upon the elevated rank he
"
w
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
side and among his own people whom debts to be paid. The definition "legal"
hag attained in the hierarchy, and of Prompt attention given to all business. Long Distance telephone Station.
he loved. Here, too. when he had fin- may cover a wide latitude or it may be
Nevr Mexico
Lincoln County
ished with the tumultuous and restless defined so strictly as to cut out the wh)ch
Tno
symbo1of
and
Fe
Santa
to
laid
People
was
he
rest; counties that most need the relief,
activities of life,
Steam Heated: Electric
CATRON & GOJITNER,
laid where he had asked to be, in his for the railroad aid bonds were not New Mexico are certain, that next to
FIRST CLASS CAFE
Counsellors-at-Laand
Attorneys
Lighted, Every Room
own home, among his neighbors, his legal bonds in the first place as the the welfare of the souls of his
great
Block.
Office:
Catron
IN CONNECTION
a Good One,
parents and his friends. Kit Carson is United States supreme court decided in flock flnd of the chlirchi he hag at Santa Fe
New Mexico
silent now, and no protest can ever tne
nma. county case irom
come from him against the overruling Arizona, and the Act of Congress vali- heart New Mexico's and Santa Fe's
PBESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
H. R. PUTNAM,
In fact, his spiritual and
This agitaof his own last request.
dating them leaves some doubt as to progress.
U. 8. Court Commissioner and
tion is for advertising purposes to giv? what bonds were intended to be vali- temporal duties and tasks are closely
Conveyancer.
prestige to another town, and it is dated. It might be well for Delegate knit together with the
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
material
a ghoulish sacrilege, that belongs to to Congress W. H. Andrews to obtain
Runs on the European Plan!
Correspon .ents asking Information
archan uncivilized and barbaric age. This a draft of the bill and give the peo- growth and development of the
MexNew
of
the
concerning
Territory
is not a local matter, but belongs to ple of this Territory an opportunity to diocese. It is significant, too, of the ico
promptly answered
the whole territory as Kit Carson, examine its provisions carefully. Of democracy of the Catholic church that Texioo
New Mexico
when living, belorged to the territory. course, the interests that have much a humble priest may rise to so exalted
He was a very part of the active life at stake will probably be at hand in a
HOTEL
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
position and career in comparatively
of her most stirring days and his Washington in December to suggest few
Bonds and Investments.
as Archbishop Pitaval has
years,
name is inseparably associated with changes, but these interests do not
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
done, through his own efforts and
her youth and her maturity. This mat- possess the confidence of Congress
Judicial
District of New Mexico.
life.
ter should not be permitted to sub- and the fact that they are urged by
New Mexln
Las Cruces
G. Lupe
side until the grave robbers have bond holders who refused to comprolocal bank references.
Eastern
and
Colonel W. H. H. Llewellyn of Las
Mexico's
New
and
ceased their efforts,
mise with the county a doubtful debt
Cruces, in fhe columns of the New
CONY. T. BROWN,
rights to the body of her own brave on a reasonable basis may defeat the Mexican
yesterday called forcibly to
FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
citizen definitely adjudicated."
Mining Engineer.
intention to relieve Santa Fe coun- the attention of New Mexico land
and Treasurer of New
In this same connection, the News ty of its debts. It would be an irony owners
Secretary
what can be done and what has
urges the preservation of the Kit Car- of fate, when after statehood is attain- been done to increase values and at Mexico School of Mines.
Short Order & Spanish
Electric Light, Not and
New Mexico
Socorro
son building, which is crumbling into ed, if the attorney general or the courts
Dishes Speciality
the same time prosperity. Permanent
Cold Baths.
ruins, evidently from the same neg- of the new state should decide that
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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is based upon production
prosperity
Draftsman.
R. W. WITTMAN,
lect that would permit weeds to grow the Congressional grant of land will and
every, effort that will make an
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rank ln an old cemetery and will per- pay all of the county debts except the srrf nrndnoe mnrn than It. Hrl hofnro
Fe.
Santa
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made of official township,
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crumble to pieces from sheer neglect: countle8,
jperity, It is truly astonishing what small holding, mineral and grant
"The News hopes that the Kit Car- results have been obtained ln bleak
plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
eon building will not be permitted to
With Arizona's assessment at $83,- - and cloudy Wisconsin, and which
J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
Bink to ruins. It is a aos landmark,
grant papers and other public records
and that of New Mexico at talnly can be duplicated in sunny,
NEAT
LUNCH
COUNTER
P1?:L-Sand an interesting relic of his history.
It is certain that disparag-- ' tile New Mexico; But the right kind on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
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The Socorro Chieftain also calls atten- - emphasis, a wire fence is often the
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phase of the assess- - only dividing line between successful
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diseases without drugs or medicines.
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IN WHICH CLASS ARE

If

YOU?

The World has always been divided into two
classes-tho- se
who have saved, those who have
the
spent,
thrifty and the extravagant.

It is the savers who have built the houses, the
mills, the bridges, the railroads, the ships and
all other great works which stand for man's
advancement and happiness.
The spenders are slaves to the savers. Itis-thlaw of nature. We want you to be a saver-topen an account in our Savings Department and be
independent

'

I

j

e

o

;

WILL START

(W nnlbr

account

AN

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

capital $50,000
G.

G.

FRANKLIN FLICK, President

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

tllll

v""lnn living in it'ii-fcverv ted
property iouft to

7

ftct lmo a house of hor own.
here are hundreds of thlrjrs
she would like to do to roakHier
twn home more confoiiiililo,
attractive and plcauint Nearly
every woni an Is a money unver
and HhewlII help you wouderfuily
to pay for a home,
1

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

Phone No.

EVERYTHING

HARDWARE

IN

&3

Mail Order

B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

j

FREDERICK MULLER

Solicit!.

Rent Money
Will
W

p

WfciiWl-,-

raw

s

Do

I--

.

,

....

v. .

JIZ,

will fell you a very desir-

able hon.e on payments which
rent money will nuike
jour
I'on't Malt. Benin now paying
for your home.
I.KT UK KXPLAIN" OfH
CONTRACT KiH CHKAP MO-

stopping at. the Claire.
D. A. Maloney, a Denver traveling
man, is calling on the local trade. He
Is stopping at the Claire.
NK Y.
Brother Arthemlan, president of the
GEO. M. KIN SELL
La Salle Institute at Las Vegas, Is a
24 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe visitor today.
I. B. Melville, a civil engineer from
Denver, is a business visitor today,
F. Abreu. The last time Mrs. Clouthier
He is stopping at the Palace.
visited
Santa Fe it was on the regular
Miss Ella Schafranke of Durango,
Kta?e
before the railroad had built
and
Colorado, is a visitor seeing the sights.
into the city,
She is registered at the Claire.
G. W. Mearns, a traveling man from
Thomas F. Gaylord. of La Favetfe,
Albuquerque, is in town with a line Ind., who is spending the summer in
of chinaware. He is quartered at the Santa Fe, returned last
night from a
Claire.
fishing trip on the Conejos, Colorado.
P. I. Hall, a Denver traveling man, 'He was neenmnnnlp.i hv Thmmm
was among the arrivals of yesterday can, also of
LaFayette. They are
afternoon. He Is registered at the guests at the Claire.
I
i'alilo Jaramillo and family left
a for Santa Fe
' ,a ,tratve,ing
yesterday on an over-froTexas,
tHn ihnt ., ,nr.,,,0 Tono
He is stopping at
hardware.
tne tr)p home be,ng ma,e y,a
the latter town. They are well equip- ' 8u
a
t a
6
'J0 bed for camping out and will be In
Oklahoma City, was an arrival on
no h
t0
back...Lag Vegas
evening's train. He Is stopping at ontir

n.

j

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier.

About a Home

Judge H. L. Waldo la in Santa Fe
today from Las Vegas.
Treasurer Frank
A.
JiuDDeii pi Aiuuquerque, was a noon
arrival.
Assistant Forester E. II. Clapp has
gone to the Gila forest on a general
inspection trip.
Fathers Herbert and Christmann of
Roswell, are among the priests In
Santa Fe today.
Earl Mitchel, a railroad man from
Denver, is a visitor today. He Is

:

DIRECTORS
FRANKLIN FLICK
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Ask I oar Wife
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PERSONAL MENTION!
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FIRST

first

co.E

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

Part

BRUSSELS AfcD
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

RUGS AND
TAPESTRIES,

The following people from Las VeMr.
Vigil have left
arrived in town yesterday aftergas
Albuquerque on a trip that Includes
to attend the Pallium
Santa Fe, Espanola and Santa Cruz on noon, coming
services at. the Cathedral today:
its itinerary.
Frank
Mrs. J. B. Nativis, Mrs.
nev. raui uimerion or L.as vegas, D. W. Roy,
Miss Louise Watrous
Condon,
but formerly in charge of Guadalupe
and
Sena.
Enrique
They are guests
parish In this city, is here from the at the Claire.
Meadow City.
Hon. Zacarias Valdez of San Miguel
E. F. Graff a traveling man from
member of the legislative as- county,
Denver, is selling a line of stationery
is in the city today to confer
to
semuly,
local
is
stationers.
He.
j
registered
'with Governor Curry and Superintend- '.at the Palace.
Frank Roy of Las Vegas, secretary ent Raynolds of the penitentiary. It Is
of the Las Vegas Grant Board, is verv lik?y that Mr. Valdez and fam- among the manv visitors from the y i hecome residents or tne Lapi
tal City.
Meadow City today.
arF.
General
W.
James K. Hunt of Raton, and M. W.
Attorney
Clancy
rived last night from Albuquerque Mills of Springer, trustees of the Teraccompanied by Mrs. Clancy. They ritorial Reform School at Springer,
are guests at the Palace.
have visited the Kansas reformatory
B. S. Phillips, lumberman from the at Hutchinson and are so impressed
Ramon Vigil grant near Buckman, is with its arrangement that they will
in town on one of his weekly visits, seek to follow the Kansas plain in
He is a guest at the Xormandie.
the Xew Mexico institution.
Colonel William M. Berger, editor of
the Belen Tribune and for many
years a resident of Santa Fe, Is shaking hands with old time friends
LAUNDRY

or

DAVENPORTS OF LATEST MAKE

furniture.

we frame pictures and repair

All Kinds

fj

Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone

No. 10

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
National Life

The Colorado

Asraoce , Company

FIRST CLASS

Denver Colorado.

AV

Leopolu Osterman, 0. F.
M., of Chin Lee, Arizona, arrived last
night to attend the Pallium ceremony
at the Cathedral today. He is a guest

BERGERE, AUnaaer for New Mexico.

tanta Fe,

Catron Block

N. M.

iter
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Health Reso n

hills on the
liffdflnfi, located among pine-cla- d
Rowe
Station on
Pecos River. 2i miles from
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

Good Hunting and Fishing
Makes this the most delightful resort in NewMexico
-1
'
S1.S0! per day,
A
I CLO $8.00per week, meale 50c
.Transportation from Station $1.00
Fot Ta.rtb.r Inforraatlon. JB.d.drs9
MRS. H- - E. BERGMAN N
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HOWE, NEW MeXlCO.

DRINKS

SOFTT

The following are suggested to the
GINGER ALB
LEMON SODA
ROOT

BEER

STRAWBERRY
ORANGE
OOOA
..
'

Also

All drinks are made
from Altered Water

."

T&c&m

as something cool and Inviting
WILD CHERRY
VANILLA

thirsty

KLONDIKE

FTZ55

SARSAPARRILLA

IRON BREW

00 LA
Xl23.0xal

'Watari

and have
your orderes delivered
Fe Bottling Worko
Telephone No.

Santa
HENRY KRICK. Proprietor
Santa Fe.

88

New Mexloo

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

&

FURRIER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes

"Highest prices paid for raw f urs A all kinds
Phona Black 19 FRANK F GORMLEy Merchandise

436 Canon Road

SANTA FE, N. M.

VALLEY

RANCH

Valley Raich, Heir Mexico
..4

Addregi, J, F7 Miller, Prop.

AN IDEAL PLACE FOK VACATION,

historic surroundings, delightful climate, magnificent scenery, fine fishing, hunting, horseback riding, etc.
Good eating, comfortable quarters.
Consumptives positively not received.
Bight miles from Glorieta, where all
Santa Fe trains stop.
-

WORK

Send Your laund'y to the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
at Albuquerque.
Basket leaves Tuesday,
Returns Friday.
AGENCY for San ta'IFe at Kerr
BarberShop;

at the Palace.
Earl K. Billings, who had been vis
iting his brother, Don. W. Lnsk, in
this city and later at Las Vegas, left
the Meadow City yesterday afternoon
for his home at Pittsburg, Kansas.
The following residents of Caney,
W H. KERR,
Kansas, are enjoying Santa Fe sights:
NelMrs. J. F. Nelson, Miss Mayme
Manager.
son, Miss Gladys Nelson and Frank
Nelson. They are guests at the
Claire.
Miss C. H. Spencer, secretary of
the World's Committee of the Young
Women's Christian Association, who
has been a visitor in Santa Fe, left
Roswell this week, for Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin.
R. L. Rogers, of the silviculture division of the forestry service, will begin in the near future a systematic
Inspection of New Mexico's forests as
to the results obtained InSm last season's plantings.
Assistant Chief A. B. Recknagel, of
division of silviculture of the forestry
bureau, passed Lamy last evening1 on
his way to Denver, where he will consult with Forester Gifford Pinchot on
forestry matters in New Mexico.
Judge M. T. Moriarty of Moriarty,
and daughters, the Misses Elizabeth
Moriarty and Katherine Moriarty, the
latter from Keokuk, Iowa, are attending the Pallium services at the
Cathedral.. They are stopping at the
'
Claire.
Mounted Policeman PagevB. Otero
is home from a fishing trip to the
Conejos in Colorado. He reports that
it rained every day, that the waters
of the river are muddy and that
therefore trout fishing is "no bueno"

at this time.

,

Mrs. D. A. Clouthier of Springer,
Colfax county, is in Santa Fe on a
visit and is a guest of her brother, C.

Every Description of work in our line done to order

Tie

FOB

-Reverend

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

Mower

Lawn

for

Agents
UNION

ol

Hose, nozzles
and sprays

LOCK

Also Window

Fence

and door

screens
SKK US HKKORK HITYINO FFRNTITlTHK OR HOPSB FI'RNMSHINGS.
JlTHT A KKW MOKK Of THuSK BAKU A IN HAMMOCKS

Come early and
get your pick
This is how
Monarch

MaMle

Iron

'

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10

LEFT.

We are sole.

sa,efT

fland Mrs. Eslavio
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SERVED.
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Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS

the,,,

We Can Furnish Your House

L

Everyone knows the quahly of Kiafisha r lines
lines. Buy you r Ashing tackle of a fisherWE HAVE all
man. We carry everything: in eamD eaui- page and furniture.
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Weak Kidneys
Nerves. The Kidneys, like thelHewt, and the
oKwoacn, nna tnetr weakness, not in the organ
but In the nerves that control and rulde
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative Is
a medicine
specifically prepared to reach these
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone
is futile. Is it a waste of time, and oi money mi
well,
If your back aches or Is weak, If the urine
scalds, or Is dark and strong, If you have symptoms
of Bnghts or other distressing or dangerous kid-ney disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month
iaoiera or
and see what It can an
do for you. ijiquia
Orugglst recommend and sell

tlt

Dr.

Click's

Boctorotiuo
8TRIPPLINQ-BURR0W-

8

CO.

H.S.

are made and put together wehavethem and
everyone guaranteed
SEE and be convince3
Let us figure your hentlnplnnd plumblnp
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

Family Skeletons
Look in to your clothes
closet and see the relics

Tho first damp day carped out all the tailoring and
fit ever put in to it. THE
ROYAL TAILORS stand
alone who take 100 per
cent of the shrink out of
the cloth and gives a legal

that hai'g there eveyone
of those shapeless suits
were once a clean cut

Phone No 122
Red

written guaranteed signink with every suit
that every thread is wool
and ail wool.
ed in

garment. But the style
didn't stay.

HIE SCO.

THE LEADING
We can
will

on

1

from

you
5

and

save
no

00 to

every

Suit.

Wei

SANTA FE, N.

Every

thread

guaranteed
all wool
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Best Flour
j
'

SANTA FE
Real Estate, Life

B OSSIS

PATENT FLOUR
BEST bech use it
gives the besi results ia
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.

you interested in a GOOD investment, paying lo'per cent Tor
more and at the same time giving life insurance

I 1

if so All out and mall the

28.

.

your Investment ttud life Insurance

MY OCCUPATION IS

NAME
ADDRESS

O.

A'

IE

Fe. N, M.

reKr"n

I WAS BORN

vitally impor
tant feature BOSS
PATENT FLOUR is enti-- r
e y free from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the weat.

S CD.

Santa

protPecUon!end m6 pftlt)eulars

K

H. S. KAU1JE

protection;

attached hlank.

0.0. Watsou&Co.

It

Fire Insurance,

SUKETY BONDS,

ADr

contairs more Gluten,
which is the very life of
tha' wheat, and which
makes the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME

&

C- 1

19

WATSON & COMPANY

SAN FRANCISCO

SAKTA FE,

STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

Drink
Pabst
DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Agts.

1
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i

PHONE
RED

qq.

Blue Ribbon)
Bock Beer !
Malt Tonic

CLOTHED WITH EMBLEM OF
FULL EPISCOPAL POWER

flew tyxico Central Railroad; Time Table,
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2,49
4.10
4.49
5.14
5.39

5.25 p. in.
"
4.22
3.17
"
2.3ti
"
2.11
1.15
"
12.40
"
11.35
11.06 a. in.

Lv Santa Fe Ar
Ar
Kennedy Lv"
"
Htttllley "
"
Moi-iurt-

." Mcliitu.li "
." Kstanula

"
Wllliinl
Oeilarviile "
I" Turrttiiuu' "1

t,li
7'2

"

8,u0

'
10.35
10.00 p, ni.
"
9.00

t"" KaiisitMUItv""

p. in. 9.30
a. in. 7.85
a. m,11.45
a- - in.
8M
p. m. 7.00
p. ui, 1.00
"a, ni. 1.00

St. Louis
" Uhlcano
"
Kl Paso
" Los Aimeles "
MextcojUHy
Ar Roswwll Lv
'

"l.l5

M

.5

6.00

"
a. in.

(Continued

From Page Three.)

ALT.

you. Here is your chief, follow him
in this new crusade; he will lead you
to victory, and you will preserve unimpaired and transmit to your children the sacred inheritance of the
Catholic traditions which have been
handed down in the voice of Santiago,
from your valiant and glorious

The cause of all skin diseases can be traced to some humor or acid in
the blood; the cuticle is always healthy where the circulation is free from
Impurities. Whoa the blood is infected with acrid or unhealthy matter it
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its tern- -'
perature and preserving its normal softness, pliability and healthfulness.
Instead it irritates and inflames the delicate fibres and tissues around the
pores and glands and produces some of the many forms of skin disease.
The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin affections are produced
by the deposit from the blood of the acrid humors with which it is filled,
into the sensitive membranous flesh lying just beneath the outer covering,
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This explains why
To
Most Reverend Archbishop:
the outer skin affords no relief from the itching and burning.
you, the successor of the Apostles, scratching
S. S. S. cure3 Skin Diseases of every character by purifying the blood. It
we can with reason apply the words
goes down into the circulation and removes the humors or acids which are
of the Saviour: "You did not choose causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid blood, and permanently cures
nie yourselves, for it is I who has every variety of skin affection. Local applications can, only soothe; they
chosen you." While in the depths of never cure because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. goes right into the
your soul you prayed to God that "this circulation, reaches the trouble and cures it by removing the cause. Book
n Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
chalice might pass by you," the angel
THE SWIFX SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
of Rome placed it in your hands. Now
you are our pontiff, rule over us.

7,013
6,'.W

'WW
6.204
6,136
6.093
6,086
6,244
6,430

fore-father-

780
6110

2
3,7(K)
5b3

p.m.

6'00.

CURES
o SKIN DISEASES

m.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witn the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the fln est train In th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reser ved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnlsheu.
"Macte animo, magna tibi restat via."
Laughlln Bldg. Your
J. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent.
clergy, your people, offer you to- know that wherever he is, I am at
I said in the beginning that I had
so much to say that I was afraid that
day the homage of their loyalty, of homo.
their deep respect and their filial
I am happy in the presence of the I could not say it all. I have tried
love. Today our hearts overflow with friends of
my early missionary life, to let you know something of the
gladness because you are our Arch- the priests of the Denver diocese, great joy that fills my heart today, a
bishop. I know that you love us, your who have known me over twenty-on- e
And
joy too great for expression.
life among us assures us of it, and
in
new
of
the
it
the
midst
yet,
all,
me
one
years. The way they made
the lesson of this day urges you to of them and took me to their hearts, dignity, the new honor, the great joy,
love us even more." Yes, this Pal- shall
always be one of the sweetest there is present a great fear, a fear
lium that is to adorn you, is woven, memories of
my life. I only pray born of the knowledge of my own
says Benedict XIV, with the wool of that neither time, distance nor new
a fear made bearable onthe lost sheep that was found by the honors shall
He
because
who has laid the burly
interfere, but that I
Lord and placed on his shoulders in shall be to them
den
me,
upon
same
promises the needed
the
always
order to teach you, who are the type "Pitaval," as
..
so charmingly strength to carry it.
they
of Christ, to follow His example imi called me in the
Again, I thank you one and all, and
earlydays.
tating this great shepherd who
pray
that, with the help of God, I
of
To the priests of the diocese
Miles from
Miles From
No. 1,
No 2
to carrv the weaknesses of
s a iun s.
become
DAILY
the instrument of greater
Dei Moines
DAILY
Raton
may
I
to
am
wish
I
that
Tucson,
glad
say
His flock." Look with indulgence upprogress and glory to the Church and
are
here.
know
They
they
with
scarcely
us
on our weaknesses, guide
the Southwest.
10 00 a.m.
0
B 80 p,
49
Lv. Des Moines,
N; "M. Arr,
in, gentleness and love, and promoting me: I scarcely know them, but time
10 12 a. ni.
16
4
46
6
Lv.
m.
Rumaldo,
p.
."
will
know
that.
shall
change
They
" Dedmau
Archbishop's Biography.
11
10 36 a, m.
4 56 p. in.
i"
88
."
among us the ineffable union of the
" Oapulln
18
10 60 a. m.
me and I shall know
82
4 35 p. m.
and I
Most Reverend Jeane Baptlste Pita"
"
" Vigil
charity of Christ, all united with you believe that from that them; shall
11 06 a. m
20
4 26 p. m.
29
knowledge
"
"
11 20 a. m
26
8 56 p. m.
24
val was born on February the 10th,
'J Thompson
heart and soul; you, our life and light,
"
11 45 a. ra.
81
18
as was
8 80 p. m,
as
affection
an
",'
grow
lasting
the
Cunningham
we
tho beloved shepherd,
1858, at St. Genes Terrendire, diocese
" Ollfton House Junction "
"
12 20 p.m.
42
2 65 p.m.
7
12 45 p, m.
2 SO p. m.
Arr.
will march together with glad- manifested, even to the last, for my of Lyons, France. He studied at the
Arr
w M
sheep,
0
n
KAION
12 25 p.m.
180 p.m.
LV.
Ly
eternal pastures, illustrious predecessor.
at Loire. In
" Olifton House Junction
"
8 60 p.m.
42
seminary Montbrison
12 06
7
Lv.
p.m. ness toward the
" Preston
"
"
49
11 40 a. m.
H 16 p. m,
18
with the saints The church and state, under our 1878, he entered the grand seminary
in
where
company
"
4 45 p m.
68
n M ft, m we shall form at last only one flock plan of government, may be separate; at
Koehler
" Koehler J act.
"
"
4 66 p.m.
68
20
Lyons. At the hands of Cardinal
1115 a.m.
" Oolfax
"
"
but, I assure you, it gives me great Caverot at the Cathedral of
J5 50 p. m.
68
88
$10 15 a. ra. at the feet of the eternal and supreme
Lyons, he
" Oerrososo
"
"
6 15 p, m.
77
41
9 a a. in.
pleasure and encouragement, standing received minor orders and was a
Amen.
8 36 p.m.
9 26 a. in. shepherd.
Arr
83
47
CIMARRON N. M.
at the threshold of my new labors, to
7 08 p.m.
7 50 a. m.
Lv.
rr
In June 1881 he left for
Banauet Served at Loretto.
" Nash
7 40 a.m.
88
N. M,
60
..10 p.m.
Lv
with me the highest civil digni
have
"
7. 23 p. m.
excel
7 25 a. m.
an
58
88
o'clock
at
America
one
Harlan
the call of the late bishop
at
Beginning
"
" Ute Park
7, 45 p. m.
7 00 a. m.
94
tary in my diocese, Governor Curry.
I"
69
lent banquet was served for the clergy I thank him for his presence and the of Denver, Right Reverend Machebouf.
at the Loetto Academy by the Sisters honor that presence confers on us. If, On September the 8th, 1881, at BaltiConnect! with E, P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.
more, he was ordained as deacon by
of Loretto. A tempting spraad was as he is so often has
said, he is alM., 6! 15 p. m.
.!'"
Cardinal Gibbons. On December 24,
number of toasts, Rev.
a
followed
by
I
is
hope the break
Connect! with E. P.
t. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, nm., J. Juillard of Gallup, acting as. toast-maste- ways "broke,"
but a surface break, and will leave 1881, he received Holy Orders at the
t:C5 a. m.
of Bishop Machebouf at Denof the, occasion that
feature
The
large heart of his whole, to feel hands
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M,
ver.
Most Rev. J. B. Pit-av- with us, to
of
was
the
speech
us
to
and
encourage
bring
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
which follows:
His first appointment after being orhim nearer to us.
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
Rever
a priest was assistant priest
dained
tfo
seems
't
No. 1, :0 a. m.
Right Reverend Bishops, Very
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
sqarcely necessary
end and Dear Fathers, Dear Broth- speak of our dearly beloved and high- of the parish at San Luis de la Cule- No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
ers, Your Excellency and Honor- ly respected Mayor, Jose Sena. We bra, Colorado. After being assistant
TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
know his love for his people. Wfc for one year he was made pastor and
Gentlemen.
able
A 8. at Des Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
have
I
don't
to
frequent proofs of his kindly remained in charge for a period of
much
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
that
so
I have
say,
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot fcr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate, know how to say it. I won't try to and encouraging dealings with us. I nine years. Next he was. sent to As
wish to publicly thank him for pen, Colorado, where he spent twelve
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
put any order in my remarks; I will only
his presence, and thank God who has years.
On July 25th, 1902, he was
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo simply let them pour out.
blessed us with so true a friend.
Auxiliary-Bisho- p
of Santa
consecrated
8eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Lobo,
Cerro, Etizabethtown,
of
out
me
let
my feelings
cry
First,
As
over
look
I
I
this
am
was
on
de
Ranches
Red
River
1909,
assembly,
and
Taos
2nd,
Fe,
and
Taos,
Questa,
February
Twining.
City,
gratitude and from the bottom of my overwhelmed at the honor and re- made
Archbishop.
sincere
most
heart say "thanks," my
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
6. J, DEDMVN.
spect which Is showered upon me.
The Size of the Archdiocese.
thanks to each one of you. Mr. Warren A. Cartier, a dear friend,
V. Ores, and Gen
Hgr
Superintendent
over
The Santa Fe archdiocese
Thanks to you, Right Reverend a
RATON. N. Ift.
RATON, N, Ift, Bishop of Denver, formerly my eccle- of member of the executive committee which Archbishop Pitaval has juris
RATON, N Ift.
that
siastical superior, whom, after an in- Catholicgreat auxiliary of religion, the diction, takes in all of New Mexico
Church Extension Society, a
timate acquaintance of over twenty
Dona Ana
who has already ordered the with the exception of Grant,
friend,
years, I know to be the most worthy new archiepiscopal cross, a friend and Eddy counties. The last census
successor to that great and saintly from
far off Michigan, yet living in taken about three years ago, gave the
number of Catholics in the archdiocese
pioneer, Macheboeuf.
Santa
Fe, in the heart of its new
Thanks to you, dear Bishop of Tucas 115,000 white people and 12,000 In
Archbishop!
son, whose noble qualities of mind,
dians; the number of priests on duty,
a
Mr.
a
of
Morrison,
living type
heart and soul I have learned even
a Catholic in all that secular 47, regular (belonging to or
from the letters you have sent me living church;
word implies; a product that we ders) 18; priests sick or retired 6;
the
since my appointment to the See of
may be "justly proud of. May he be churches with resident priests, 45;
Santa Fe.
to us for many, many years, missions, stations and chapels, 340;
As much as I do feel that I have spared
even till his fondest dream be real- Christian Brothers, 23; Jesuit Society,
an inestimable and true friend in
8; Order Franciscan Monks, 6; relig
ized the "Green" friumphant!
each of you, and as much as I do
Is
human
It
nature, my dear friends, ious women, 124; schools, colleges and
know that I can depend upon you, I
to postpone the difficult task; conse- academies, 25; young people under
want you to feel and be assured that
I have left to the last my Catholic care, over 25,000.
you can absolutely rely on the friend- quently,
At the present, time, it is estimated
words
to
my own priests, the priests
of the new Archship and good-wil- l
of the Santa Fe diocese. They know that the figures given above have been
bishop of Santa Fe.
me intimately; I know and love them. very greatly increased.
To have come from far off CincinTO THE EAST & NORTH
I am certain of theif truly priestly
nati to grace this occasion by your
of their
their
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Now in effect Via
presence and do us honor, is some- character,
zeal and their energy in their work. I
made with Automobile
Connection
thing, dear Father Chrysostom, I can am
of the good spirit which line at Torrance for Roswell
daily,
proud
never forget. No wonder an examMEW MEXICO CENTRAL
I rejoice in the affection Automobile leaves Torrance for Rosprevails;
thus generously
ple of friendship
have always shown for one an- well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
and beautifully given by their Pro-- they
and particularly for their ec- at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
other,
vincial, should be imitated by all the'
clesiastical
& S. W.
E.
superiors. We have been well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
Sons of St. Francis who labor in this '
I am sure, will always rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
and
are,
and,
Province. Among them, it pleases me
one large, harmonious family. fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
remain
to point out the great missionary of
A. N. BROWN
For full particulars,
The crozier shall be for them more is $5.80 and between Torrance and
the Navajoes, Father Anselm Web-- f
A.-- E,
& S, W.
G.
P.
P.
Address
a mere symbol of authority. It Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autothan
El Paso Texas.
er, and the well known author, Fath- be
medio mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
"Attrahe
er Leopold; two priceless treasures may but never per curvum,
imum."
punge
per
rege,
manager, Automobile Line.
hidden in, the hills of St. Michael's
and the arroyos of Chin Lee.
I am sorry that the Very Reverend
Father Marra, the Provincial of the
Jesuits, Is not present. Mindful of
the important part they have played
in the upbuilding of the church in
this province, not only through the
ordinary ministry of the priesthood,
but also through the most important
from overwork, need a
Women, worn and
agency of Catholic journalism, I now
of
weakness
tonic.
That
feeling
helplessness will
express my confident assurance that
not
of
itself.
,You
should
leave
take Wine of
you
they will be for me as they have been
for others, a source of encouragement
effectual remedy for
ailments and
Cardui,
TO
and strength.
women.
weaknesses
of
Thousands
of
women have
To all those
souls of
and
tried
Cardui
write enthusiastically of the great
the Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods
M
benefit has been to them. Try
who,, in quiet and humility, do a most
experiment
effective work of the church, I now
AND RETURN ACCOUNT'
oft-tried
use
medicine.
reliable,
,
express my gratitude, trust and ap
preciation of their efforts.
We have with us today one who Is,
Via
at the same time, a stranger and yet
not. a stranger. Coming from a great
distance and laboring in a field far
removed from ours, he may be a
I
stranger; btit you priests of Santa
Fe, know him almost as one of your
J83
own. He accompanied the remains of
( Scenic Line of the World
Every Mile a Picture)
II
our late Archbishop from Chicago to
Santa Fe, and bore to us the last
Kfra. Sena Hare, of Fierce, H&, fried" Cardui and afterward
message of love from our dear dewrote:
"I was a sufferer from all torts of female trouble had
parted I mean Father Gillan. You
in
am
I
all welcome him,
sure, beholdpain my side and legs, could not sleep, had shortness of breath.
one
.
his
Archhim
"I suffered for years, until my husband insisted on' my trying
In
like
For Iaformitioa raarding rates, train-serviwho,
ing
Cardui. The first bottle gave me relief and now X am almost srelL
etc. call on or write,
bishop, stands only for the welfare
of the church, and has a particular
Trj Cardui 'Twill help you.
P. H. McBRIDE, Agent, or W, D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
regard for the church in Santa Fe.
AT ALL DRUG STORES
As for me, I don't have to welcome
SANTA FE. N. M.
him. Father John knows that wherever I am, he is welcome; even as I

SI, Louis Rocky Mt,

Pacific

4

Comoany.

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

pro-nnsp- d

t t

....

18, 1909.

H0TELjRRIVALS
Palace.
Rev. Leopold Osterman, O. F. M.,
Chin Lee, Ariz.; I. B. Melville, Denver; W. E. Smith. Antonito; E. F.
Graff, Denver; H. L. Waldo, J. W.
Brooks, W. B. Worl, Indianapolis; A.
Judell, Oklahoma City.
Claire.
D. A. Maloney, Denver;
W. G.
Mearns, Albuquerque; WV E. Neal,
Dallas; Mrs. Reendorp,
Espauola;
Miss Ella Schafranke, Durango; A. J.
Burkhead, Dallas, Tex.; Tomas Gonzales and family, Ablquiu; Thomas F.
Gaylord, Thomas Duncan, Lafayette;
M. T. Morlarty,,
Elizabeth Moriarty,
Mortality; Katherine Moriarty, Keokuk, la.; Mrs. J. F. Nelson, Misa
Mayme Nelson. Miss Gladys Nelson,
Frank Nelson, Caney. Kan.; Jesus
Sanchez, Tome; Frank Roy, Mrs. J.
B. Nativls, Mrs. D. W. Condon, Misa
Louis Watrous, Enrique Sena, Laa
Vegas; Earl Michell, Denver; P. I.
Hall, Denver.
Normandie.
C. E. Haynie, Dallas, Tex.; J. J.
Siebert, C. Hauser, Marion. Kan.; B.
S. Phillips, M. L. Billings, Buckman;
Thomas Harwood, Albuquerque; J. O.
Frelick and wife, Willard; C. L. Lasa-te- r,
G. W. Walters, J. B. Smith.
J. S. Jackson, Alvin, Tex.; L.
M. Mclntyre, Stanley.
Coronado.
D. Frampton, Boone, la.; C. B.
Seaman Moriarty.

Es-tanc- ia;

What Is Best for Indigestion.
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquin, Ontario, has been troubled for years with
indigestion, and recommends Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
as "the best medicine I ever used." If
troubled with indigestion or constipation give them a trial. They are
certain to prove beneficial. They are
easy to take and pleasant in effect.
Price, 25 cents. Sample free at all
druggists.

sub-deaco-

r.

It Is an admitted fact t&at.rea estate, financial men and merchants all
Bay that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising In the New
Mexican.

Subscribe

for tne New Mexican.

FBMEBIUi SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
-
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Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-ula- r
communication
first Monday of eacli
month
at
Masonl
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Gen-Pass-Age-

VISIT

.

El Paso's

Fall Faoir

LOW SUMMER RATES

I

1

,

and Rock Island

P.

Worn Women
tired

or

SANTA FE

that

SALT LAKE CITY

I

the

it

it don't

G. A. R. Encampment

m

in

The Woman's Tonic

Snmmer Tourist Rates

I,

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1.

K. T.

Regular conclav
Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

fourth

7:30 p. m.

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
,
14th

CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,

ji

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting, brothers are invite
and welcome.

DAVID KNAPP.
3 Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SENA. Secretary.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

Summer TOURIST
TICKETb
New Mexico Central Railroad
IN CONNECTION WITH
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

LIMITED TBAIUS
June 1st to Sept.,

Oq Sale

30th 1909.
Good Returning October 81st
1909.

f

To CHICAGO

f

ILL

$50.3b
To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

.

$35.35

--

ce

No.

R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masenit
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

g

this

& mi

Santa Fe Chapter

Also Special Rates To LOS ANGELES and SAN
-- FRANCISCO
and other ,

points

J. P. LYNG,
City, Freight

&

Passenger Agent
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SEVERAL WORKED
ON THE NEW MEXICAN
Omer K. Benedict, Printer In These
Parts Fifteen years Ago, Makes
a Fortune,
(Las Vegas Optic.)
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M.

address is No.
street, in the Territory of New Mexico, County of
Rio Arriba, ss:
city of Trinidad, in the State of Colorado, does so subscribe for five thouBefore me this 26th day of June, A.
sand (5000) shares of said stock.
D. 1909, personally appeared Frank- Franklin Bond, whose postoffice ad- - lin Bond. Louis F. Nohl and Lewis T.
dresB is the town of Espanola, in the Hardy, each personally well known
County of Rio Arriba, in the Territory to me to be the persons whose names
e
of New Mexico, does so subscribe for are subscribed to the foregoing
thousand (5000) shares of said! strument and certificate in writing,
"
land severally asknowledged, each for
stock.
Louis F. Nohl. whose postoffice ad- - himself and not one for the other, that
dress is the town of Espanola, in the he signed and executed the same as
County of Rio Arriba, in the Territory his free act and deed for the uses and
of New Mexico, does so subscribe for purposes therein mentioned,
five thousand (5000) shares of said:
In Witness Whereof. I have here-stocjunto set my hand and affixed my
Lewis T. Hardy, whose postoffice notarial seal the day and year last
address is Espanola, In the County of above written.
J. A. LUCERO,
Rio Arriba, in the Territory of New' (Signed):
Seal.)
five
Notary Public.
(Notarial
subscribe
for
so
Mexico, does
1909.
My commission expires April 30th,
of said stock.
thousand
shares
(5000)
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal.)
1911.
The aggregate of said stock so subSecretary of New Mexico.
Endorsed:
EDWIN F. COARD. Assistant Sec- scribed, and with which the said comNo. C034.
pany or corporation will commence
retary.
Cor. Rec'd Vol 6. Page 2,
This is to certify, that the under- business, is twenty thousand (20,000)
of Incorporation of Espano- value of twenty
signed, being the subscribers to the shares of the par
'
r
I
"unn
dollars ($20,000.00).
J'
capital stock of the within named thousand
ln Office of Secretary of New Mexico,
. ..
,i
aixin. me penuu iiumeu lor iuc Aug
company or corporation, as hereinafa m
ter stated, do hereby associate them uuiauun vi Luis wiuyuuy vi tuium- NATHAN JAFFA
selves together to form a corporation uon is niiy years.
Secretary.
under and by virtue of Chapter 79 j Seventh. The directors of said com
Compared C. F. K. to O.
the
of the laws passed by
Legislative pany or corporation who are to act as Territory of New Mexico, County of
Assembly, approved March fifteenth, such for the first three months after
Rio Arriba:
nineteen hundred and five, entitled, the filing and recording of this cer- - Filed for record the 9th day of
"An Act to Regulate the Formation tificate, as provided by law, are the
August, A. D. 1909. a 7 o'clock a. m.
and Government of Corporations for aforesaid mentioned George W. Bond, Recorded
August 10th. A. D. 1909, in
Mining, Manufacturing, Industrial and Franklin bond, Louis t . Mom ana y0i o pares 261 to 265.
Other Pursuits," and all laws and Lewis T. Hardy, whose residences and
ELISEO LUCERO.
(Seal.)
parts of laws in amendment thereof, postoffice addresses are as aforesaid.
P. Clerk and Recorder.
and do severelly agree to take the num- The directors may remove any officer
Certificate of Comparison.
ber of shares of the capital stock of of the company at any legal meeting
of New Mexico,
Territory
resaid company set opposite their
of 6aid board of directors.
Offlre of Secretary.
do
further
certify j
spective names, and
Eighth. The number of directors of
T.
';ithan Jaffa Secretary of the
I
as follows:
or corporation shall be
the
company
(Territ01.v 0f New Mexico, do hereby
First. The name of said corpora- fixed from time to time
by the by- - ce,,,lfy mt there was filed for rec.
Millbe
and
the
tion is
shall
Espanola
laws, and may be in creased as mayj0rd in thlg offlce at eleven o'clock,
ing & Elevator Company.
In case a n, on the sec0nd
be provided by such
,
day of August, A.
Second. The location of its prin-of any vacancy in the board of di-jof Stockholders
certificate
1909(
town
shall
be
the
office
Is
in
and
cipal
of the remaining
a
rectors,
majority
of
Milling
Espanola
of Espanola, in the County of Rio
fill such vacancy by the and Elevator Company, No. 6055; and
directors
may
MexiNew
Arriba, in the Territory of
election of some other qualified per-ais- 0
that I have compared the follow-so- n
co, and the name of the statutory
as a director to hold said office (jng copy of the same, with the origi-fo- r
agent therein and in charge thereof
the balance of the unexpired term nal thereof now on file, and declare
upon whom process against said cor- of the director whose
place as such it to be a correct transcript there-shaporation may be served, is Louis F.
have become vacant, and until from and of the whole thereof,
Nohl.
Given under my hand and the
the lawful election of his successor.
Third. The objects for which this
in'
Seal of the Territory of New
Great
not
In
Ninth.
furtherance, and
corporation is and shall be formed
at the City of Santa Fe, the
Mexico,
the
conferred
of
powers
by,
limitation,
are:
,
on this second day of Aug- 1st. To acquire, own, operate, con- law, the board of directors of this 'Capital,
U8t A' u 19UJ
i
duct and carry on a general milling comnanv or cornoration shall have the
NATHAN JAFFA.
(Seal)
and elevator business or businesses, power:
of New Mexico.
Secretary
and
hold
Its
lease,!
To
keep
meetings
and to acquire, own buy, sell,
(a).
F.
EDWIN
COARD,
rent and incumber all property, real its books, or any of them, at any one
Assistant Secretary.
and personal, necessary or useful to or more places within or without the
of the
of
Certificate
,
mav
from
as
Mexico
New
of
and
improve-- Territory
the successful operation
of
Stockholders
the
Espanola
ment of any and all such business time to time be designated by said
Milling & Elevator Company.
or businesses.
board; but the company shall always
This is to certify that the under2nd. To acquire, develop, own, use, keep at the registery office thereof a
and subscribbuy, sell, lease, rent, incumber and transfer book in which transfers of signed incorporators of,
stock
of the Espaers
the
to,
r
eleccapital
stock may be made, entered and
transmit and convey water and
and also a book containing the nola Milling and Elevator Company, tric power and all real and personal
Incorporated under and by virproperty and equipment necessary or nam pk nnfl nddresseH of stockholders. being
ue
and pursuant to, Chapter 79,
of,
of
number
successful
the
and
and
when
useful for the proper
obtainable,
ac of tne Legislative Assembly of
on
such
of
the
of
stock
of
company
shares
and
capital
carrying
operation
f
to the records the Territory of New Mexico, ap-obusiness.
j held by each, according
An
entitled
March
1905,
15th,
3rd. To acquire, own, operate, buy,
the company, which shall be open proved
the Formation and
- Act to Regulate
use, sell, lease, rent, exchange, and at all times to the inspection in perof Corporal ons for Min-(bGovernment
stockholders.
or
and
lines
line
son of all registered
incumber a telephone
Industrial and
To make, amend, alter and an- - tag. Manufacturing
all real and personal property and
whose
Other
principal of-t- o
Purposes,"
of the company, and
equipment necessary or useful in the nu he
in
Coun ty of
the
Espanola,
provide and enforce such rules and
proper and successful operation of
of New
in
the
tfco'Rio
Arriba,
Territory
any and all such telephone lines or regulations for the managemen of
name
'
inv
lines.
company, including the
p
afld
4th. To acquire, own, operate, buy, I trMtliis and iwmeat of glaring
lon whom process against said cor- sell, lease and incumber a general the creation and securing of any lien,
Jg Lou,s
n
be
R
flour and grain business, and to buy, upon any property of the company, as
do hereby decare &nd certlfy
sell, deal and operate in all classes of said board may see proper.
jin
ance of Sectlon twenty.three
(c). To purchase, mortgage sell or
grain, flour and the products thereof,
tfaat there ghaU bg nQ
mixed
and all real estate and personal prop- disposeof at all times such real
'stockholder,g ,labluty on accmjnt Qf
erty necessary or useful for the carry- and personal property as said board
gtocfe iggued b gaid coinpany or
ing on and success of a general flour shall deem advisable for the purposes corporati0n.
I
and grain business.
ana QDjecis oi me company; auu, nu
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
5th. To purchase, hold, sell and the consent In writing and by the af
set our hands and seals this
hereunto
of
firmative vote of the holders of the
dispose of, and reissue the shares
26th day of June, A. D 1909.
stock
outstandthe
and
Its capital stock
capital
majority of the capital stock
(Signed)
of any other company or corporation.
ing, at a meeting of stockholders duly
GEORGE W. BOND,
(Seal)
obli6th. To Issue bonds or other
called for that purpose, to sell, assign,
FRANKLIN BOND,
(Seal)
of
for
of
the
form
in
any
due
by
corporation
gations
transfer, and convey
F.
LOUIS
NOHL,
(Seal)
the objects of the corporation, and to proper written conveyances duly exLEWIS T. HARDY, (Seal)
or
deed
comsecure the same by mortgage
ecuted, the whole property of the
State of New Mexico,
of trust, or otherwise, by the obliga- pany as an entirety, or in such parts
County of Torrance ss.
tion or obligations of the company or and shares as shall be deemed advisBefore me this 27th day of June,
c
able.
corporation.
appeared
Tli a nnmranir lr r.ornora- - A. D., 1909, personally
7th. To enter into, make, perform) Tnnfh
"
" known
Bond,
conand carry out any contract or
tlon may use and apply its surplus
the person whose name
tracts with any person or persons or earnings or accumulated profits to the
ls
to the foregoing instru- subscribed
corporation or corporations, for any purcnase or acqmsmon oi any :
in writing, and
lawful purpose, necessary or proper in property, including its own capital ment and certificate
he signed and exthat
acknowledged
busior
business
on
the
carrying
stock, at such time, In such quantities, ecuted the same as his free act and
nesses, or In furtherance of the ob in such manner and upon such terms deed for the uses and
purposes therejects or purposes of said company or as its board of directors shall deter- in mentioned.
corporation.
mine, and any such property, except
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
8th. To hold, purchase, mortgage, its own capital stock, may, If said
hereunto
set my hand and hereunto
estate
and
issue, sell and convey real
board of directors shall so determine,
affixed my notarial seal the day and
divias
V
be declared and distributed
personal property.
year last above yritten.
9th. To have and exercise all the dends.
(Signed) C. E. DAVENPORT,
of
laws
powers conferred by the
"'
thej Eleventh. This company or corporNotary Public.
New
hereinbefore
Mexico
of
to
amend,
Territory
ation reserves the right
(Notarial
Seal)
and any amendments alter, change or annul any provision
mentioned,
My commission
expires Jan. 30,
thereof; and the foregoing clauses contained in this certificate or instru- 1912,
shall be construed both as objects and ment, in the manner now or hereafter
New Mexico,
Territory-o- f
powers, and It is hereby expressly j permitted by law.
of Rio Arriba. ss.
County
enumeraherethe
that
we
have
foregoing
provided
In Witness Whereof,
of June,
tion of powers are not intended, and unto set our hands and seals this 26th A."Before me this 26th day
D., 1909,
appeared
personally
or
to
restrict
limit
shall not be held,
day of July, A. D. 1909.
Franklin Bond, Louis F. Nohl and
in any manner the powers of the cor-- j (Signed) :
Lewis T. Hardy, each personally well
GEORGE W. BOND. (Seal.)
poratlon or company.
known to me to be the person whose
Fourth. The total authorized capiFRANKLIN BOND. (Seal.)
name is subscribed to the foregoing
'
tal stock of this corporation is Twenty
LOUIS F. NOHL. (Seal.)
Instrument and certificate In writing,
divid
Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00).
LEWIS T. HARDY. (Seal.)
and
severally acknowledged, each for
ed into twenty : thousand (20,000) State of New Mexico, County of Tor- himself
and not one for the other,
shares of the par value of One Dollar j rance, ss:
the
he signed and executed
that
($1.00) each, none of which shares of j Before me this 27th day of June, A, same as his free act and
deed, for
stock shall be preferred to the others, D. 1909, personally appeared George the ses and
purposes therein men-but all shall be equal; and the amount
Bond, who is well known to me to tioned.
of the said capital stock with which be the person whose name is subscrib
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
said corporation will and shall com- ed to the foregoing instrument, and hereunto set
my hand and affixed my
mence business is and shall be the certificate in writing, and acknowl- notarial, seal the
day and year last
whole and every part of said capital edged that he signed and executed above written.
stock.
the same as his free act and deed for
(Signed) J. A. LUCERO,
Fifth. The name and postoffice ad the uses and purposes therein men- (Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
dress of the said incorporators, the tioned.
My commission expires April 30th,
number of shares of stock for which
In Witness Whereof. I have here- 1911. they do hereby pubscribe respective- unto set my. hand and hereunto affixed
ENDORSED:
No. 6055,
ly, and the amount of the said capital my notarial seal the day and year
stock' with which said company or above written.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, page 2,
Cert. xf Stockholders
C B. DAVENPORT,
corporation will commence business, (Signed)':
are as follows,
of Espanola Milling & Elevator Com- (Notarial Seal.)
Notary Public.
George W. Bond, whose postoffice
My commission expires 1, 30, 1909. pan.
Certificate of Comparison.
Territory of New Mexico.
Office of the Secretary.
. I,
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at eleven o'clock a. m.,
on the second day of August, A. D.
1909, Articles of Incorporation of
Milling & Elevator Company,
No. 6054; and also, that I have compared the following copy of tho ame,
the original thereof now on file,
and declare it to be a correct transcript therefrom and of the whole
thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this second day of August, A. D.

la

There are many In Lag Vegas who
will remember Omer K. Benedict,
who some fifteen years ago was employed as a printer on the Optic, and
his friends here will be Interested no
doubt to learn that Benedict is now
editor and owner of the biggest daily
newspaper in the state of Oklahoma,
The Times at Oklahoma City, capitalized at $150,000, and that he Is making a fortune out of his journalistic
venture.
Harry W. Stevens, formery a linotype operator on the Optic, who sev-- '
eral weeks ago went to Oklahoma
City, met Benedict the other day and
he evidenced great interest In Las
Vegas and his old friends here, and
In a letter Stevens
says Benedict wishes to be cordially remembered to all his friends in the Meadow
City.
The rise of Benedict, after he started up the ladder of journalistic fame,
was swift. Leaving Las Vegas he
went to Oklahoma, drew a claim at
the opening of the strip, a valuable
one, too, worth about $10,000. He

settled ir-- Hobart, a town that sprang
up in a day. established a paper there,
and In two years made $35,000 out of
the venture. He then married a Chicago girl and selling his Hobart paper, went to Oklahoma City just at
the opening of the great boom there,
which made that city the biggest town
In the United States for its age,
which distinction it enjoys even to
this day. He established The Times
and it was a go from the first issue.
Only recently, Benedict put in
.

$50,-00- 0

worth of new machinery, and now
gets out a paper every day" in the

year.
R. A.

Kistler, who

was

editor of

the Optic at that time, when, besides

Benedict, such men as L. O. Fullen,
of Roswell, where he is now a prominent lawyer, C. F, McKay, of Santa
Fe, a linotype operator of splendid
reputation in these parts and John
Steward, were working at the case.

-

Kistler tells a good story on Benedict, which is characteristic of him,
showing that he was always equal to
the occasion, which trait no doubt
accounts for his present success in
life. One warm July day, the boys
in the "back end" were rushing the
can pretty regularly, using a' large
sprinkler to carry the lager in. Benedict had just been to the saloon to
get another sprinkler full and as he
came back into the office with it,
Kistler stepped, in .unexpectedly. Benedict never wavered, but without any
false motion to give him away, turned down the sprinkler and began to
wet down the floor, explaining that
it was so fearfully hot he thought it
might cool things off. The best of
it was Kistler never caught onto the
joke, but sometime later Benedict told
him about it and they all had a good
laugh.

TEACHERS
INSTITUTE NOTES
(By Daniel C. Ortiz,)

Yesterday was the Becond day of
the model class at the institute, and
it had a new lesson. The children
are learning very rapidly, and the
teachers are paying great attention
and will be greatly benefited. The
new method of teaching by words
without the alphabet was hard for
some teachers to teach, but it will
be easier now, as it is very well explained at the Institute. There are
14 children in the model class.
Hon. T. B. Catron, president of the
board of education of Santa Fe, and
one of the most prominent men who
has held high positions in New Mexico, will visit the institute Thursday
or Friday night and address the San
ta Fe county teachers at the High
School.
Superintendent of Public
Instruction J. E. Clark will accom
pany Mr. Catron and will also address
the teachers.- - It is probable that oth
er nrntnlnent mon will alar, oAA
the teachers. In addition there will
be some music and singing, and an
effort is being made to arrange a good
program. Everybody is invited to be
present, and none should fall to attend as it is going to be very inter,
esting.
Miss Florence Williams who successfully taught school at Golden the
past term is. attending the institute,
and is an applicant for second grade
certificate. She gave excellent satisfaction last year at Golden and all
want hereto return there to teach
'again, ,.'.
' Charles H. Gooch of this
city is
also attending the institute, and is do
ing splendidly. He is very young yet
'but takes great Interest in education,
and will very probably commence
teaching school this year. He is a
member of the class of '09 of the
Cathedral Parochial School, and graduated with great honors.
Hon. Win. B. Berger formerly of
this city, but now a resident of Belen,
Valencia county, and editor of the
Belen Tribune, yesterday visited the
institute, and addressed the teachers
Mr.
in a very impressive manner.
Berger takes great interest in the
educational matters of the Territory.
-

,

It Is aff admitted Tact tftat tmI
tate, financial mm nd merchants all
ay that Quickest and best retrults&rs
obtained by advertising
the New!
tfaxlean,

Art?

'

by-law- s.

D

y

ll

ncu in office of Secretary or New
Mexico, Aug. 2, 1909, 11 a. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Compared C. F. K. to O.

wAWT

Secretary.

Territory of New Mexico,

FOR RENT, OR SALE A good
County of Rio Arriba.
Filed for record the 9th day of typewriter, J. B. Sloan.
Aug. A. D., 1909, at 7 o'clock a. m.
.Recorded August 10th, A. D., 1909 in
Leave orders for Auto at Postal
ol. 3, pages 206 & 267.
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone 70.
EL1SKO LUCERO,
(Seal)
FOR SALE Good
P. Clerk and Recorder.
upright piano.
Inquire at Wagner Furniture Company
store.
NOTICE.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Rio Arriba. No. 1175.
Pola Martinez vs. Pablo Martinez.
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of New Mexico for
the county of Rio Arriba.
The said defendant Pablo Martinez
is hereby notified that a complaint
has been filed against him In the
district court for the county of Rio
Arriba, territory aforesaid, that being the court in which said case is
pending by said plaintiff Pola Martinez the general object of said action being to obtain a divorce as will
more fully appear by reference to
the complaint filed In said cause. And
that unless you enter your appearance in said cause on or before the
24th day of September, 1909, Judgment will be rendered against you
In said cause by default.
R. H. Hanna, attorney for. the plaintiff, Santa Fe, N. M.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said court
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 26th
day of July, A. D., 1909.
FRANCIS C. WILSON,
Clerk.
The New Mexican ean ffo pnntlni
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work w turn out Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilties for
turning out every class of work, Including one of the best binderies in

the West

FOR SALE A ueconc-nauboiler in good condition.
disposed of at very low

steam

k

to the Sew

It

vir.

M

will be

AtrU

v.cfx Printing

Com.

pany.

SALEThree gentle
suitable for ladles.
Also two driving teams, telephone or
address me at Lamv, where horses
may be seen by arrangement.
B.
HORSES FOR

riding horses,

Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
Mr. Edward E. Henry, with the
United States Express Co., Chicago,
writes. "Our General Superintendent,
Mr. Quick, handed me a bottle of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy some time ago to
check an attack of the old chronic diarrhoea. I have used it since that
time and cured manv on our trains
who have been sick. I am an old soldier who served with Rutherford B.
Hayes and William McKinley four

years

in

the

regiment, and

23rd Ohio

have no ailment except chronic diar
rhoea, which this remedy stops at
once." For sale by all druggists.

Engraved cards de visit and wed
ding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican Printing offlce.
Any
one sanding in need of such will do
well to call at this cilice and examine
samples, style of work and prices.
If you want anytning on earth try
a New Mexican want "ad."

I

.

y

MONEY LOANED
ON REAL ESTATE
w

LONG TIME,

RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED.

I

'

).

,

by-la-

,

Ge;W.

,

EASY PAYMENTS,

The

Jackson Loan

FORT WORTH Texas,
x--

a
A

Trust Company

&

JACKSON Mississippi.

s

s

X

X

S

P

AIRS

Real Airship Will Make Daily Flight at the
29th Annual New Mexico Fair
and

Resources Exposition
OCTOBER 11 16 1909

PRESIDENT TAPT IS GOING TO BE THERE
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
ALL KINDS OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSEMENTS
SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ONALLJ RAILROAD
W. G. TIGHT,

I the

President

JOHN

B. McMANUS,

Secretary.

Banker's Reserve Life!
Company
B. H. ROBISON, President

i

"

HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA
Offers the best Contract

All Policies secured by

Agent and the
best there is in Life In-

approved securities deposited with ihe State,

to the

surance

to the

Policy

of

Nebraska,

making

them as safe as Government Bonds.

Holder.

j

to-wi-t:

MAIN OFFICE
PIONEER BLD.

I I

.

f

IfCI

I

CV'
I
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U
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TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

PHONE

PHONE

MINOR CITY TOPICS

1

NO. 92.

NO. 92.

N
N'
;

Denver, Colo., Aug. 18.
Weal her forecast for New
Mexico:
Fair weather
in
south portion. Local showers

ia north portion

S Thursday.

ton.ght or

X

S
X
X
X
X
X

X X X X 3S JS X X X
Albuquerque's New Sewer Work
on Albuquerque's $300,000 sewer system began this forenoon.
Santa Fe visitors to Denver will
find copies of New Mexican on file at
the Albany hotel, second floor parlor.
Burned Fire deStore Building
stroyed the store of S. A. Hathaway
at St. Vrain causing $5,000 damage.
X

Insurance

$3,000.

Wire Trouble Wire trouble, caused
by floods in Southern Colorado, today

5

PHONE
NO. 92.

KM

curtailed the Associated Press report
of the New Mexican.
Arrested for Forgery Harry Lewis
was arrested at Roswell and will be
returned to Alamogordo, where he
Is wanted on the charge of forgery.
Meeting
Tonight Tonight at the
regular meeting hall, the

PHONE
NO. 92.

lLI

Spanish-America- n

Wtflf til

CASH

4

No

Grocery

g

No.

4

Bakery

WE ARE STILL SELLING

is be. .1
i

Qo

CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE
BY THE SACK AT A BETTER

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than
Belle Spring Creamery

Butter

PRICE

30

V El5

I

PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIEbTA 40c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
There is no Coffee to equal the above for
1 ry ' the
price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
return
If fund it to us and we will cheerfully reyour money

T1.

JllSt
D

Li.

Klgtlt
Phono

our

eaDS wito us
if
satisfactory,
anything is not. just
right let us know and we make it right.
ou

ac

b. 4. F. Andrews,

Phone

Ko.

4.

.

COAL AND WOOD
.WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

$4.50 per ton
"

Screened Raton Lump
Alonero "
"
CerriUos '
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

d
L

5.25

6.00"

Sawed Wood and KindliDg
Kinds of Steam Coal.

All

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Near

A

T. & S. F. Depot.

Phone 85..

Office

Garfield Avenue

DUDROW & M0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
106

Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall

Telephone

142.

Night

Alliance will hold a meeting. Every member is requested to
be on hand.
FOR RENT An ideal home for
two or three persons, 4 rooms fully
to
concessions
furnished.
Special
at
230
term
tenants.
long
Inquire
H. Manhattan.
Bound Over to Grand Jury August
fourteen
Weidman,
years,
aged
charged with setting Are to a barn,
was bound over to the grand jury at
Albuquerque yesterday.
Big Wool Shipments This season
I, 680,408 pounds of wool have been
shipped from Clayton,.. ..The average
clip was 8 pounds per head. The
lamb crop averaged 72 per cent.
New Militia ComAlbuquerque's
panyAlbuquerque will have fifty-eigmen tomorrow evening for inspection by Captain Brooks to be mustered In as the new militia company
of the Duke City.
Death of Little Child Wilma. the
nine year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. M. Morris, died at Albuquerque Saturday. The funeral took place today
from the home of the grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Hofheins.
Did the Girl Elope? Mrs. Bonifacio
Chaves of Albuquerque, has complained to the police that her thirteen
year old daughter, Margareta, has
eloped with Charles Balcomb, a half
breed Indian. 21 years of age.
More Train Trouble The California Flyer from the east went into the
ditch near La Junta early this morning and has been annulled. The
trains from the West are way, late on
account of cloudbursts in Arizona.
Another Cloudburst in Sacramen-to- s
A second cloudburst in the
washed out the same two
bridges it carried away recently, tyMountain
ing up the SacrameDto
railway between Alamogordo and
Cloudcroft.
Telephone to Elephant Butte Dam
Site Completed The Silver City, El
Paso & (Southwestern Telephone Company has completed the telephone line
from Rincon to Engle, Cutter, Elephant
Butte, Palomas and Garfield, a distance
of fifty miles.
Lumber Company Rushed
The
American Lumber Company at Albuquerque Is working day and night on
rush orders for cantaloupe crates from
Las Cruces and Rocky Ford. Yesterday's orders amounted to 10 carloads
of 500 crates each.
Lucius Sanchez Stabbed At RosLucius Sanchez,
well on Sunday,
aged 25 years, was stabbed in the
lungs by Hipolito Chaves at the house
of Charles Young. A warrant Is out
for Young for running a disorderly
house. Sanchez may recover.
Will Give a Supper The fourth
section of the Woman's Aid Society
of the Presbyterian church will give
a supper Friday evening at the home
of Mrs. T. Z. Winter. Will begin
serving at 5 o'clock. Everybody incents.
vited. Price twenty-fiv- e
Lincoln Loses County Seat Fight
The special election in Lincoln coun-
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ty yesterday to determine whether the
county seat is to be removed from
Lincoln to Carrizozo, resulted in a
victory for the latter town. The contest, however, will be carried
courts.
House
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rested In San Miguel county, Cornelio
Ulibarri, charged with being an all
around bad man and horse thief. He
is the son of Francisco Ulibarri serving a life sentence in the penitentiary
for murder, having been a member of
the Silva gang.
Held for the Grand Jury Deputy
Sheriff Daniel Archuleta has been
held for the grand jury at Socorro on
the charge of killing Saloonkeeper Y.
S. Carmody during a drunken fight at
a bawdy house at Magdalena. Miguel

M.

young women, or rather mere girls on
the streets, are being watched by the
mounted police, as at least one of
them, has a record at the town he
comes from . Parents should not permit their daughters to loaf on the
streets day and night, hanging around
with strangers whose past is not an
open book to them.
Meeting Called All those in sympathy with the temperance movement
are earnestly requested to be present
at a meeting of the Temperance Club
to be held tomorrow at 7:30 p .m., at
the office of R. L. Baca. Business of
great importance will come up for
consideration not the least of which
will be the reorganization of the club
upon a permanent basis. The chairman of the finance committee is requested to make his report. Benjamin
M. Read, chairman.
A Benefit Tea
The Woman's Home
Mission Society of St. John's Methodist Episcopal church will serve a
tea at the residence of Mrs. W. B.
Sloan on Hillside avenue on next
Thursday from 3 to 7 p. m. Refreshments will be served, the cost being
fifteen cents.
To Give Supper At the home of
Mrs. T. Z. Winter, on Friday evening,
August 20th, the Woman's Aid Society of the Presbyterian church will
give a supper beginning at 5 o'clock.
The price is only twenty-fiv- e
cents and
everybody is invited. Delicious home
made dishes will be served. Come and
meet your friends and have a social
time.
Hotest Day In August Yesterday
was the hottest day thus far In August,
the temperature having reached a
maximum of 85 degrees. Las night the
temperature was down to 58 degrees.
The relative humidity at 6 o'clock
last evening was only 30 per cent, less
than it has been for some time, but
was high again today coupled with a
high temperature. There were showers along the horizon last night. For
tomorrow showers are predicted in
Northern New Mexico and fair weather in Southern New Mexico.
Charged With Havinq Three Wives
Lee Luttrell was arrested at Cap-ita- n
by Deputy Sheriff A. S. Littleton
of Amariilo, Texas. Luttrell is accused of having three wives, one of whom
is the deputy sheriff's daughter. His
alleged brides were Miss Bernice
Schaff, Miss Grace Littleton and Miss
Prescott, all of Texas. He is also said
to be engaged to three girls at
At Capitan he had five
sweethearts. Leo Sweet, deputy sheriff of Lincoln county accompanied Littleton back to Amariilo.
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
Santa Fe, Aug. 17, 1909.
Maximum temperature 85 degrees
at 3:30 p. m. Minimum temperature
60 degrees at 5:50 a. m. Mean temperature 72 degrees. Departure from
normal plus 4 degrees. Relative humidity at 6 a. m. 66 per cent. Relative
humidity at 6 p. m. 30 per cent. Relative humidity, average for the day,
4S per cent. Lowest temperature during last night 5S degrees.
Precipitation for the 24 hours ending at 6
a. m. tod;ty 0 of an inch. Temperature at 6 a. m. today 59 degrees.
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(Respectfully Inscribed in Honor of His Grace, Most Bev- -.
'croud ,T. B. I'itaval, Who Received the Pallium on Aug-

ust 18, 190!).)

All hail to thee, oli Shepherd of a flock
That ranges wide o'er mountain, hill and
plain.
Tlie children of the Faith look not in vain
For guidance from thy hands, 'gainst sin's foul shock.
With power to rule, and guide the fate of souls,
A task requiring much, to thee was
given;
Yet not untried, thou zealously hast striven,
To lead mankind to Him who all controls.
Now elevated to a hallowed height,
Archbishop of a great and glorious See
All pause to pay thee homage, and delight
That tliou the chosen one of God should be.

Hay years deal light with thee, and keep thee long
The Soul's protector in the fight 'gainst wrong.
IT. It. II.

GOVERNOR CURRY
RETURNS HOME
Classified Corporation Record Being
Compiled By E. C. Burke for
Secretary Jaffa.
Governor Curry returned this noon
from his Good Roads trip to Carrizozo, Lincoln and Roswell.
He spent
yesterday at Clovis to look into conditions in Curry county.
Says the Roswell Daily Record:
"Governor George Curry arrived at
8:30 Saturday night, too late to hold
the good roads meeting that was
first announced for Friday night ana
then postponed 24 hours. The delay
was caused by the breaking of a
crank shaft in the car of W. G. Hamilton, who went out to Picacho Hill to
meet him. The governor spent Sunday with his many old friends in Roswell and left this morning for Santa
Fe. He hopes to return to Roswell
next month.
"Regarding the improved road from
Roswell to Carrizozo and Alamogordo, Governor Curry says: 'The road
will be built. Lincoln county is not
in condition to do the work Itself, but
the territory will help with convict
labor and thus the improvement will
be secured.' "
Classified Corporation Record.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
has designated E. C. Burke to com
pile a classified corporation record for
the office that will prove very valuable and useful. It is the first attempt to classify all corporations according to their naturef and being intrusted to Mr. Burke, the work will
be done thoroughly.
Where is Banchos?
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
is in receipt of an Inquiry from Chicago, Illinois,' for Thompson W. Banchos, aged 94 years, reported to be
working In silver mines in New Mexico and formerly a horsetrader. His
youngest daughter, a widow living at
108 North Elizabeth Street, Chicago,
desires to locate him.

DRUNK KILLS

WOMAN
MAN AND WIFE ARIZONA
COMMITS SUICIDE

Goldfleld, Nev.,. Aug. 18. Thomas
Heslip, the mining engineer, whose
wife was shot dead by Patrick Casey
committed suicide yesterday afternoon, by taking cyanide of potassium.
He declared his determination to join
his wife and died almost Instantly after taking the drug.
Casey is being guarded at the jail
to prevent a lynching. He was intoxicated when he committed the crime
which apparently was without motive.
Infuriated by the suicide of He-slia mob' late yesterday decided to
storm the county jail, in which Casey
was confined and string him up to the
nearest telegraph pole.
It was the purpose last night to dynamite the jail which withstood an
attack just after the killing of Mrs.
of Mrs.
Heslip and the wounding
Frank Mann by Casey. The plan
was defeated by Sheriff Callahan,
however, the prisoner being smuggled out of the jail and taken to
Tonopah in an automobile, which was
manned by heavily .armed guards. Be
cause of the fury of the citizens the
district attorney has called the' grand
jury to act on the case without delay.

She Was Divorced Wife of
Known Mining Man Drinks
Poison at Van Nuys.

This morning while the family of
Gabino Ortiz, a lower San Francisco
street merchant, was at the Cathedral
attending the Pallium services, some
one entered the room of Mrs. Ortiz
and succeeded in opening a large
trunk in which Mrs. Ortiz had placed
a box containing over one hundred
dollars worth of jewels.. Upon her
return from church Mrs. Ortiz dis
covered the contents of the trunk
scattered about the floor of the room
and the jewels were missing.
Suspicion at once fastened Itself
upon Acaslo Jiron, an employe in the
Ortiz store, he alone being familiar
with the premises and being the only
person about at the time or the robbery. Mr. Ortiz swore out a warrant
and Jiron is now in jail awaiting trial.
The jewels have not yet been found.

DOWNFALL W AS DUE
TO STRONG DRINK
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 18. The uniformed band of the Washington state
reform school at Centralia, played before the congress of the American
Prison Association last night. The
delegates commented on them as examples of the new method of treating
wayward boys.
The most general applause of the
day's session came when Warden
Hellstrom of North Dakota said that
his experience as a prison director
had converted him to prohibition for
he had found that 95 of every 100 convicts owed their downfall to drink.
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MARKETKEPORT
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
New York, Aug. 18. Amal. 84
Atch. 1191-4- ;
N. Y. Central 144
Southern Pacific 135
U. P. 2111-4- .
Steel 77; pfd. 125
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Aug. 18. Copper quiet
Standard
lead
Spot
12.6512.75;
steady $4.354.40; bar silver 51;
call money
Mexican dollars 44; prime paper 4l-2- .
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Chicago, Aug. 1 8 Wheat Sept.
102l-8- ;
Dec. 98
Corn Sept. 66
Dec. 56
Oats Sept. 39l-8- ;
Dec. 38
Pork Sept. 21.75; Jan. 19.80.
Lard Sept. 11.85; Oct. 11.80.
Ribs Sept. 11.521-2- Oct. 11.25.
WOOL MARKETS.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 18. Wool,
Territory and Western mediums, 2328; fine mediums, 2224;
fine, 1319.
LIVE STOCK,
Kansas City, Aug. 18. Cattle Receipts 5,000, including 2,000 southerns.
Market strong. Native steers $4.75
;'

8

southern steers $2.254.70;
7.60;
southern cows $2.403.90;
native
cows and heifers $2.255.50; stock-er- s
and feeders $3.005.00; bulls $3
calves $3.50 7.00; western
3.75;
steers $4.256.50; western cows $2.75
4.40.

Receipts E,000. - Market
higher; bulk of sales $7.70
7.90; heavy $7.80 7.90; packers and
butchers
$7.757.95; light $7.60
7 90; pigs $6.257.25.
Receipts 6,000. Market
Sheep
Muttons $4.25 5.25; lambs
steady.
Hogs

strong to

5

.

$6.007.75; range wethers $3.50
5.25; range, ewes $3.0004.75.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 18. Cattle Receipts, 17,000; market strong. Beeves,
$4.407.65; Texas steers. $4.005.50;
Western steers, $4.006.30; stockers
and feeders, $3.155.25; cows and
$2.25

heifers,

$5.50

calves,

6.30;

8.75.

Receipts, 22,000; market
Sheep
weak to 10 cents lower. Natives, $2.75

Western,

4.85;

$2.904.85;

year-

lambs, native, $4.35

lings, $4.505.40;

Western, $4.507.65.

7.60;

Well

Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 18. Despite
efforts to prevent the facts becoming
public, it became known last night that
Mrs. Ada Otis, divorced wife of
Thomas Otis, a well known Arizona
mining man, and formerly Miss Annie
Tilt, of Chicago, committed suicide
at the Van Nuyes hotel in this city on
August 4 by drinking poison. Ill
health and general despondency i3 assigned as the cause.
The woman left a note addressed to
William Coleman, a wealthy real estate and lumber dealer of Chicago. In
1898 she married Otis, from whom she
obtained a divorce in 1908.

STEALS VALUABLE
LOT OF JEWELRY

.
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THE SHEPHERD OF THE FLOCK.

POPE PIUS ASKS AID
FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS.
Rome, Aug. 18. Pope Plus is about
to issue an encyclical appealing to
the faithful to come to the aid of the
foreign missions which are badly in
need of funds. Vatican officials point
out that the contributions for this
work amount to only $2,000,000 yearly, as compared with five million and
six million dollars contributed in England and America for the Protestant

Velarde and Teofilo Chaves were held
at the same time for discharging their
Archuleta
guns during the scrap.
pleads self defense.
Albuquerque Girl Burned By GasoAll Ladies who visit the store will receive a free sou venire
with
line While' cleaning clothes
' We will shortly have in a full line of
gasoline, Aurelia Chavez at AlbuquerMexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each
;
que yesterday set fire to herself and
also to the shop .in which she was
working. The flames were extinguished but not before the proprietor Almissionaries.
Proprietor.
bert Martin, as well as the girl had
of
received burns and $300 worth
STATE OF SOUTH
301-30- 3
!
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M,
CAROLINA GOES DRY.
damage had been Inflicted. During MRS. SHELBY M. CULL EN
'.;.; K7
the excitement some one robbed the
SINKS TO HER LAST REST. ''Charleston, S. C. Aug. 18. Prohicash till of $12.
bition won in fifteen of the twenty-on- e
counties yesterday and only six
Watched by Mounted Police SevWashington, Aug. 18. Mrs. Selby
blown into M. Cullom, wife of the Illinois Sena counties will retain the dispensary
who
have
men
eral
young
or
to
Prinfaif
everything appertaining
Binding
Mjthing
system.
town lately and are associating with tor. died today.
Mexican
Company.
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1909.

Only Few

lore

Left

of those

FINE PATTERN HATS
That are Selling Way Below Cost
AT

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
. F. .U

BROWN, Agent

for

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO
v

Albuquerque N. M:
Headquarters at

O K

BARBER
SHOP
Salt

New Mexico

Co.

(Lessees of the Great SALT LAKE)

Near

Constantly on Hand a Supply of
CLEAN, DRY STOCK SALT

f

For Prices and Terms Address f
NEW MEXICO SALT OOMPANY
Eatancia N, M.

JULIUS MEYERS. President.
FRED FORNOFF,
EARL SOOTT, Secretary.
t.

